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PREFACE 

People have always relied on their natural abilities to recognize other people by biometric 

characteristics such as faces, voices and writing patterns. However, determining the identity of 

a person has become increasingly critical in modern society. The emphasis on security today 

is enormous. With rapid advances in electronics and information technology, many of the 

resources needed to fulfill the new requirements are within our grasp. 

Research and development conducted over the past few decades have started a new era of 

identity assurance: automated methods based on human characteristics are now available. The 

new technologies of biometrics deliver the capability to identify individuals more reliably, 

quickly, conveniently and cheaply than ever before. 

The primary goals of this thesis are to provide an objective analysis of available biometric 

technologies, to pinpoint their strengths and weaknesses, and to explore a wide range of 

application scenarios in which biometric techniques are superior to traditional identification 

and authentication methods. 

Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the world of biometrics by defining underlying terms and 

relationships. Chapter 2 analyzes technical aspects of different biometric methods and 

provides insight into the wealth of biometric security solutions. Chapter 3 uses the findings of 

previous chapters to give an overview of promising application areas and examples of real-life 

implementations. Finally, Chapter 4 summarizes the most important topics analyzed in this 

thesis and describes future directions for research and development. 
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1. INTRODUCTION TO BIOMETRICS 

The term “biometrics” is derived from the Greek words “bios” and “metron,” and translates as  

“life measurement” (ROOD AND HORNAK 2003). According to the NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 

STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY (2003), biometrics in the sense used today in information 

technology refers to the automatic recognition of a person based on physiological or 

behavioral characteristics. 

As an introduction to biometrics, it will be shown that the use of biometric characteristics for 

identification is not an innovation, only the technology used for its automation. The criteria 

that human traits must meet to qualify as biometric identifiers will then be described, followed 

by a basic comparison between available technologies. Later on in Chapter 1, the basic 

terminology used in the biometric landscape will be introduced, followed by a description of 

biometric system components. The introduction to biometrics will be completed by addressing 

performance issues and common errors. Table 1 represents the structure and contents of this 

chapter. 

Section Content 
1.1 A Brief History 
1.2 Biometric Traits 
1.2.1  Requirements 
1.2.2  Classification 
1.2.3  Comparison of Leading Technologies 
1.3 Establishing Identity 
1.3.1  Authentication versus Identification 
1.3.2  Further Terminology 
1.3.3  Authentication Techniques 
1.4 The Generic Biometric System 
1.4.1  Data Acquisition 
1.4.2  Transmission 
1.4.3  Signal Processing 
1.4.4  Data Storage 
1.4.5  Decision Policy 
1.5 Accuracy and System Performance 
1.5.1  False Match Rate versus False Non-Match Rate 
1.5.2  Failure-to-Enroll Rate 
1.5.3  Failure-to-Acquire Rate 
1.5.4  False Acceptance Rate versus False Rejection Rate 
1.5.5  Multiple Attempt Error Rates 

Table 1: The structure and contents of Chapter 1 
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1.1 A Brief History 

Early references to biometrics, as a means of identifying individuals, date back well over 

thousand years. East Asian potters placed their fingerprints on their products as an early form 

of brand identity. In ancient Egypt, trusted traders were identified based on certain 

characteristics such as height, eye color and complexion (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

Biometrics first became a distinct field of study when Alphonse Bertillon, an anthropologist 

and police clerk in Paris in the late 1800s, found a solution to the problem of identifying 

convicted criminals. His theory was that a combination of several bodily measurements taken 

from adults would not change over time and could therefore be used to establish identity at a 

later date (SCOTTISH CRIMINAL RECORD OFFICE 2002a). 

The Bertillon system, also called Bertillonage or anthropometry, has been widely accepted 

and used around the world for decades. Figure 1 depicts a series of Bertillon measurements as 

they were used in the United States of America (US) at the beginning of the 20th century. The 

measurements included the width and length of the head and of the right ear, the breadth of 

the outstretched arms, the length of the left foot, the left forearm and little finger, as well as 

the body and trunk heights (STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT CANTON 2003). 

 

Figure 1: Anthropometry as used in the US in the early 1900s 

(Source: MOENSSENS 1971) 
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An abrupt end to the use of anthropometrics was caused by an incident in 1903, when two 

men were registered at the United States Penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kansas with 

measurements close enough to identify them as one person. They looked exactly alike, so that 

an identification was possible only using their fingerprints. Their names were Will and 

William West. A later investigation concluded that they were identical twin brothers who did 

not know each other, supposedly because of a separation right after their birth (STATE 

UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT CANTON 2003). 

Sir Edward Henry, the Inspector General of the Bengal Police starting 1891, became 

interested in the work of Sir Francis Galton and others considering fingerprints as a means of 

identification. As a result, Henry issued an order to the Bengali Police in 1896 to record every 

prisoner’s rolled fingerprint impressions, in addition to the established Bertillon 

measurements. With the help of his assistants, he also devised a classification system allowing 

thousands of fingerprints to be easily filed, searched and traced. In 1901, Henry was recalled 

to Britain to become Assistant Commissioner of Scotland Yard, where the first fingerprint 

bureau was established that same year. After the failure of anthropometry in 1903, the Henry 

fingerprint system quickly gained worldwide acceptance as the means of identifying 

criminals. It is still used in much the same way today (SCOTTISH CRIMINAL RECORD OFFICE 

2002a). 

Automated means of human recognition first appeared as an application for physical access in 

the early 1970s. One of the first commercially available biometric systems was a finger-

measurement device called Identimat, which was installed in 1972 to serve a Wall Street 

company, Shearson Hamil, as a time keeping and monitoring application (WOODWARD ET AL. 

2003). 

Much research has been done on the field of biometrics since then. Constantly increasing 

computational power and decreasing hardware costs helped the development of better 

algorithms, thus leading to tremendous achievements in performance and user convenience. 
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1.2 Biometric Traits 

Several human characteristics have been proposed and evaluated for biometric applications in 

the past few decades. What requirements must be fulfilled by biometric traits? Are there 

general categories of biometric identifiers? Which technologies are available as of today and 

how well do they meet the general requirements? Section 1.2 provides answers to these and 

similar questions. 

1.2.1 Requirements 

In order to qualify as a biometric identifier, the following general requirements must be met 

(AMBERG 2003): 

 Universality – every human has that trait. 

 Uniqueness – the characteristic of that trait differs from person to person. 

 Permanence – the measurement is invariant with time. 

 Collectability – the characteristic can be measured quantitatively. 

JAIN ET AL. (1999) as well as SCHEUERMANN ET AL. (2000) call attention to additional factors 

that gain significance in practical applications: 

 Performance – the best possible identification accuracy combined with minimum 

resource requirements and environmental factors necessary  to achieve this accuracy. 

 Acceptability – the extent to which future users will accept or approve the system. 

 Circumvention resistance – the difficulty associated with fooling the system using 

fraudulent methods. 

 Cost-effectiveness – the relation of the benefits of the system to the expenses of  

installation and maintenance. 

No single biometric can be expected to equally satisfy all these requirements, so that each 

biometric has its own strengths and weaknesses (see also Chapter 2). 

1.2.2 Classification 

The definition of biometrics given by the NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND 

TECHNOLOGY (2003) divides biological measurements into two categories: 
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 Physiological characteristics – these traits are based on a person’s anatomy, such as 

the fingerprint, the DNA, the retina, the iris or the face of an individual. Data can be 

obtained by measuring and analyzing these parts of the human body.  

It is important to understand that physiological traits are not necessarily genetically 

determined;  therefore, a differentiation between genotypic and phenotypic features 

must be made (DAUGMAN 1999): 

 Genotype refers to a genetic constitution or a group sharing it. Persons who are 

genetically identical, such as identical (monozygotic) twins, share all their 

genotypic features, such as gender, blood group, race and DNA sequence. Note 

that even though DNA analysis is a commonly used technique in forensics, the 

DNA is not a feature unique to every individual. About 1% of the population 

have a monozygotic twin. The example of the West brothers described above 

also demonstrates that the possibility of a mix-up must be taken seriously. 

 Phenotype refers to the actual expression of a feature through the interaction of 

genotype, development and environment. In contrast to genotypic features, 

phenotypic features, such as fingerprints and iris patterns, are unique to every 

individual; therefore, they can be used to differentiate even between identical 

twins. In the case of the West brothers, fingerprints were used as a unique 

identifier. 

Some features, such as the overall appearance or the face of a person, reveal both 

genotypic and phenotypic factors and therefore cannot be placed firmly in either 

category. The appearance of any individual naturally changes over time (even though 

identical twins usually remain strikingly similar to each other at any age; a fact that 

contributed to the end of the use of anthropometry as an identification method). 

Therefore, face recognition, which is increasingly used at airports and other public 

places to screen out criminals, cannot be used to differentiate between identical twins. 

 Behavioral characteristics – these measurements are based on an action taken by a 

person over time. The observed behavior has a beginning and an end and: therefore, a 

specific duration. As a consequence, behavioral biometrics indirectly measure 

characteristics of the human body (INTERNATIONAL BIOMETRIC GROUP 2003a). 

Leading technologies include the analysis of the human voice, of the signature and of 

keystroke dynamics. 
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Behaviors are learned or trained; therefore, they can be changed or relearned. This 

brings up a question about the reliability of biometric technologies using behavioral 

patterns as an identifier. After reaching a certain age, however, changes in behavior 

become more and more difficult to achieve even with a specific, sustained effort 

(WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). Behavioral characteristics can therefore be regarded as 

valid biometric identifiers, even though it is clear that they are neither as unique nor as 

constant as any physiological trait.  

Figure 2 gives an overview of biometric identifiers. The analyses of vascular patterns, DNA, 

which is the commonly used acronym for deoxyribonucleic acid, ear shape, body odor, facial 

thermography as well as gait pattern for identification are still in research status; these 

technologies are referred to as esoteric biometrics. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Physiological Characteristics 

 Fingerprint 
 Hand geometry 
 Retina 
 Iris 
 Face 
 Vascular pattern 
 DNA 
 Ear shape 
 Body odor 
 Facial thermography 
 … 

Behavioral Characteristics 

 Signature dynamics 
 Keystroke dynamics 
 Voice 
 Gait pattern 
 … 

Esote trics ric Biome

Biometric Traits 

Figure 2: Commonly used biometric identifiers 

1.2.3 Comparison of Leading Technologies 

Implementations of several biometric methods are readily available on the market. These 

technologies will be described in detail in Chapter 2. Table 2 draws an introductory 

comparison of available technologies using the eight requirements described above. The 

physiological and behavioral characteristics represented in Figure 2 are compared using the 

ordinal categories “low,” “medium” and “high.” Question marks indicate non-availability of 

data, where the cost-effectiveness of the biometric has not yet been properly evaluated. The 

comparison is based on the perception of several leading biometric experts (JAIN ET AL. 1999, 

SCHEUERMANN AT AL. 2000, BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 2002) and on the opinions of the 

author herself. 
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Fingerprint medium high high medium high medium medium medium 
Hand geometry medium medium medium high medium medium medium medium 
Retina high high medium low high low high low 
Iris high high high medium high low high low 
Face high low medium high low high low medium 
Vascular pattern medium medium medium medium medium medium high medium 
DNA high high high low high low low low 
Ear shape medium medium high medium medium high medium ? 
Body odor high high high low low medium low ? 
Facial thermogr. high high low high medium high high medium 
Voice medium low low medium low high low high 
Signature low low low high low high low medium 
Keystrokes low low low medium low medium medium high 
Gait pattern medium low low high low high medium ? 

Table 2: Comparison of biometric technologies 

(Based on JAIN ET AL. 1999, SCHEUERMANN ET AL. 2000,  BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 2002) 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the comparison presented above: 

 The overall performance of biometric methods based on human behavior is far poorer 

than that of biometric methods based on physiological characteristics. 

 The most universal, unique and permanent biometric traits are iris, DNA, body odor, 

retina and fingerprints. 

 Some of the esoteric biometrics seem very promising, so that further research is 

definitely justified. Facial thermography and DNA analyses are among the best overall 

performers. Body odor proved itself to be as universal, unique and permanent as the 

iris or the DNA, making it a powerful biometric. However, body odor recognition 

technology needs further development. 

 The highest costs, and therefore the lowest cost-effectiveness, are associated with 

some of the most reliable and robust technologies, such as retina, iris and DNA 

analyses. 
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 Acceptability is particularly high when data can be obtained in a non-obtrusive way, in 

some cases even without the knowledge of the user. These technologies include face 

and ear shape recognition, facial thermography and gait pattern analysis. Similarly, 

users are likely to accept identification methods that they are familiar with, such as 

voice recognition and signature dynamics. 

1.3 Establishing Identity 

For people living in technically advanced nations, society has significantly changed since its 

beginnings in small tribes, where every person of a community knew everyone else. 

Commercial, social and mental globalization have led to tremendously complex societies that 

hardly know political borders or any other limits. Establishing trust under these circumstances 

is one of the most challenging tasks of the 21st century, as people around the world become 

increasingly geographically mobile and electronically interconnected. 

Trust requires accurate knowledge of other people’s identity. As an example, e-commerce is 

based on trust because trading parties will not know each other in most cases. However, trust 

cannot be assumed: it must be established explicitly. VISA (2003) estimates that each year, 

about 700,000 US citizens fall victim to identity theft, one of the fastest growing crimes of the 

country. 

1.3.1 Authentication versus Identification 

According to JAIN ET AL.(1999), resolving the identity of an individual can be divided into 

two fundamentally different problems: 

 Verification or authentication refers to the problem where a person’s claimed identity 

must be confirmed or denied. This operation mode requires a “one-to-one” (or “1:1”) 

comparison of a submitted biometric sample to an enrolled template for the claimed 

identity (MANSFIELD AND WAYMAN 2002). 

A person can experience a practical example of authentication when using a bank card 

to obtain money from an automatic teller machine (ATM). This application is based on 

a two-level authentication process: only the combination of the possession of a valid 

ATM card and the knowledge of the corresponding personal identification number 

(PIN) can unlock the system. However, note that anybody possessing the ATM card 

and knowing the correct PIN will be accepted as legitimate: a tremendous problem that 
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leads to ATM-related fraud worth approximately 3 billion US dollars annually in the 

United States only (JAIN ET AL. 1999). In contrast, biometric technologies offer a full 

range of advantages when compared to these classic authentication methods. For 

further details see Section 1.3.3. 

 Recognition or identification refers to the problem where a person’s identity must be 

initially established. Acquired data associated with the person to be identified is 

compared with stored templates in a database. This may or may not lead to a positive 

identification (ID). The term “positive personal ID” refers to the verification or 

recognition of that individual’s identity with high certainty. Depending on the outcome 

of this “one-to-many” (or “1:n”) comparison process, the following cases can be 

distinguished (JAIN ET AL.1999): 

 Closed identification, where a person’s identity is established from a set of 

already known individuals.  

 Open identification, where alternate techniques must be used to determine 

identity. These methods will not be further explored in this thesis. 

For example, law enforcement officials are often faced with the problem of identifying 

criminals. Latent fingerprints lifted at crime scenes are matched against stored 

fingerprint templates of known criminals. This process may or may not lead to a 

positive ID of the perpetrator. 

Note that while there are two alternatives to biometric authentication, identification 

always relies on biometrics. Photographs, written descriptions of physical appearance 

and anthropometrics, just to name a few identification techniques, are all based on 

physiological or behavioral characteristics. 

However, the term “identification” in practical use, as well as in this thesis, addresses not only 

the specific problem of identifying an individual through a one-to-many search in a database, 

but also the general problem of identifying individuals by either recognition or verification. 

The ambiguous use of the expression relies on interpretation depending on the context. 
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1.3.2 Further Terminology 

The categorization presented in Section 1.3.1 is recognized across nations and industries. 

However, the UK BIOMETRICS WORKING GROUP (2002) makes a persuasive case that the 

classic differentiation between identification and authorization does not fully encompass the 

complexity of biometric applications. Therefore, three additional pairs of terms are defined 

below, based on the type of claim made by the person to be identified. 

 Positive claim of identity: The user claims (either explicitly or implicitly, as described 

below) to be enrolled in and, therefore, to be known to the system. MANSFIELD AND 

WAYMAN (2002) also refer to this case as positive identification.  

An explicit positive claim is made by an online user who claims to be a legitimate 

bank customer when he or she enters a corresponding login name and password. In 

this case, the login name and password combination is matched against a database 

containing customer data. Note that the user will be authenticated upon a positive 

match, even though the authentication process knows nothing but the login-password 

pair. The bank does not know who is actually accessing the account information and 

eventually even transferring assets. The famous cartoon “On the Internet, nobody 

knows you’re a dog.” by STEINER (1993) depicts this problem. 

 

Figure 3: “On the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog.” 

(Source: STEINER 1993) 
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 Negative claim of identity: In this case, the user implicitly or explicitly (as described 

below) claims not to be enrolled in and, therefore, not to be known to the system. 

MANSFIELD AND WAYMAN (2002) also refer to this problem as negative identification.  

This type of identification problem is faced when it is essential that nobody can be 

enrolled in a system more than once. People make fraudulent negative claims of 

identity when they enter themselves multiple times into welfare systems, such as the 

American Social Security. About 1 billion US dollars are claimed annually by welfare 

recipients with multiple identities in the United States of America (JAIN ET AL. 1999). 

The difference between explicit and implicit claims has been defined by the UK BIOMETRICS 

WORKING GROUP (2002) as following: 

 Explicit claim of identity: In cases where the user explicitly claims to be or not to be a 

specific person known to a system, the submitted sample must simply be matched 

against the enrolled template. Whether the claim will be accepted or rejected depends 

on the outcome of a 1:1 comparison. 

Examples of explicit positive claims have already been given. Such claims are handled 

by authentication processes, as defined in 1.3.1. For comparison, imagine that a face 

recognition system operated at an airport issues an alarm because one of its cameras 

picked up a person who looks very similar to a fugitive for whom the police are 

looking. If he denies that he is the fugitive, he is making an explicit negative claim of 

identity. If this statement can be confirmed (e.g. by using more reliable biometric 

identifiers, such as fingerprints or iris patterns), the accusations against the passenger 

must be withdrawn. Note that the objective of this application is not to resolve the 

actual identity of the passenger; the only question to be answered is whether he is the 

fugitive. 

The first look at biometric technologies given in Table 2 has already revealed that the 

performance of today’s face recognition algorithms is quite low. Nevertheless, face 

recognition systems are being installed at busy public places, such as airports, at an 

increasing pace to screen for wanted criminals and feared terrorists. The low 

performance of these systems, which will be further discussed in 2.2.5, leads to a 

relatively high probability of false alarms, such as the one in the depicted scenario. 

Security personnel at such locations must be properly trained to deal with false alarms 

because their occurrence will increase with the number of systems put in use. 
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 Implicit claim of identity: In applications dealing with implicit claims of identity or 

non-identity, the submitted biometric sample must be matched against all enrolled 

templates. Therefore, the decision to accept or reject the claim depends on the results 

of a 1:n comparison.  

Identification systems, in the sense defined in 1.3.1, are dealing with cases where the 

user makes either no claim or an implicit negative claim to an enrolled identity. 

Similarly, a person claiming not to be known to a specific system (such as Social 

Security, in the example given above) implicitly states a negative claim to every 

enrolled identity: a statement that, again, can be verified only by an exhaustive search 

of the entire database. 

A further categorization of claims can be made by examining the genuineness of the user (UK 

BIOMETRICS WORKING GROUP 2002): 

 Genuine claim of identity: A person making a truthful (positive or negative) claim to 

be himself or herself makes a genuine claim of identity. A genuine positive claim 

results in a comparison of the submitted sample with a truly matching template. 

 Impostor claim of identity: On the other hand, a person making a false (positive or 

negative) claim to be someone else makes an impostor claim of identity. A false 

positive claim results in a comparison of the submitted sample with a non-matching 

template. 

1.3.3 Authentication Techniques 

In Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2, the examples of an ATM transaction and the login into an online 

banking application demonstrated processes of authentication. The wide variety of 

authentication methods can easily be classified into three categories (MITNICK 2002 AND 

SMITH 2002): 

 Knowledge-based authentication - something you know 

Knowledge-based authentication techniques use secret information, which 

unauthorized people are not supposed to know, as the distinguishing characteristic. 

This might be a password, a PIN or a memorized combination for a lock. A 

memorized secret is a comfortable authentication method for people who connect to a 

system from remote locations because their knowledge travels with them. 
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However, passwords are a weak form of authentication for two reasons:  

 First, their effectiveness is based on secrecy, and it is quite hard to keep 

anything secret in our electronically interconnected society. There are several 

methods of sniffing or otherwise intercepting passwords; for instance, there are 

Trojan horses and their legal counterparts called spyware, both of which are 

capable of recording every keystroke typed at the keyboard. In consequence, 

the recorded logs, which are usually emailed to the supervising entity, reveal 

every password, login name and credit card number entered in the period of 

surveillance. 

 Second, many users choose passwords related to their personal lives, such as 

names of their pets or family members. These are quite easy for trained 

attackers to guess. Users who have not changed their passwords for long 

periods of time make password attacks even easier. Many employees do not 

even change the default passwords assigned to them by their systems 

administrators, thus compromising secrecy from the very beginning. However, 

complicated and frequently changed passwords are hard to remember. This 

leads even diligent users to write down their passwords. Such written logs are 

usually poorly protected, again enhancing the chances of easy retrieval for 

attackers. Furthermore, several hacking methods have been developed to 

calculate passwords. During a so-called “dictionary attack,” the common 

vocabulary of dictionaries is used to guess the password. Hybrid methods are 

even capable of combining these common words with numbers, to guess 

passwords such as “tiger5”. If these methods are unsuccessful, a “brute force 

attack” can be launched to crack any password through systematic combination 

of alphanumeric characters, leaving time the only remaining variable. 

Technologically, knowledge-based authentication is inexpensive to implement, and it 

offers a wide range of possibilities on different security levels. However, human 

nature renders these techniques almost useless for high-security applications. Even so, 

they are widely used, and most users are unaware of the problems associated with 

them. 
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 Token-based authentication (something you have) techniques prompt users to present 

an object in their possession. This might be a key for a lock or nothing but a file 

containing specific data.  However, distinguishing characteristics are often embedded 

in a device such as a magnetic stripe card, a smart card or a password calculator. These 

objects are often referred to as “tokens.” The characteristic might as well as be 

embedded in a large piece of equipment, thus compromising portability. 

Token-based methods are quite secure since they rely on the possession of a unique 

physical object. Unlike passwords, the authenticated user can tell if the token has been 

lost or stolen. Also, it is hard to share the token with others while still remaining able 

to log on. However, implementation is rather expensive since every user must possess 

a unique object. Additionally, not only can tokens be lost or stolen, but the hardware 

can also fail. 

 Biometric authentication (something you are) techniques use some physical feature or 

behavioral pattern as the distinguishing characteristic. Before computers, this might 

have been a signature, a photograph, a fingerprint or a description of a person’s 

appearance. Today, the chosen biometric trait can be automatically measured and 

compared against enrolled templates in a database, offering unparalleled user 

convenience, at least at the first glance.   

In practice, user convenience can be affected by physiological changes in or a simple 

injury to the distinguishing characteristic. Section 1.5 will also show that it is basically 

impossible to filter out unauthorized users without occasionally rejecting authorized 

ones. In addition, implementation and maintenance costs of such a system are 

considerably high. 

The primary advantage of biometrics, when compared to the above methods, is 

obvious: the distinguishing characteristics are portable, yet they cannot be misplaced 

or forgotten. However, the primary disadvantage of biometric authentication is that 

once a biometric trait is compromised, the damage is practically out of control since 

biometric characteristics cannot be changed or revoked. 

Note that users leave measurable traces of their biometric traits wherever they go, 

whatever they do: latent fingerprints on surfaces, recorded voice prints, video records 

of face and body can be used to generate a bogus authenticator. Moreover, it is 

technically possible to intercept a genuine authenticator presented by a legitimate user 
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to be used later on in a replay attack. Therefore, accurate authentication depends 

partially on whether the system can ensure that biometric authenticators are actually 

presented by live people (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

Even though biometric technologies are far from being an authentication panacea, they 

represent a very promising method, especially when combined with other 

authentication techniques (JAIN ET AL. 1999). 

Again, it has been demonstrated that every system created by humans can be defeated by 

humans. In terms of authentication techniques, all factors suffer from fundamental weaknesses 

(WOODWARD ET AL. 2003):  

 Passwords can be intercepted or cracked.  

 Tokens can be lost or stolen.  

 Biometric readings can be copied and replayed. 

In order to neutralize the individual weaknesses associated with a certain method, the 

described techniques are often combined resulting in multi-factor authentication. Financial 

services accessed at an automatic teller machine require two-factor authentication, as 

introduced in Section 1.3.1. Tremendous annual losses must be taken into account because of 

the carelessness of many users compromising the combination of knowledge-based and token-

based authentication. JAIN ET AL. (1999) report that about 25% of the people using ATM cards 

write their PINs on the card, rendering all security precautions worthless.  

The use of ATMs is a good real-life example to demonstrate how the potential of biometrics is 

likely to get exploited in future. Just imagine replacing the PIN with a biometric reading. 

Attempts have been already made to use iris patterns as the personal identifier instead of four-

digit identification numbers. In fact, iris recognition is such an accurate technology that it can 

be operated in identification mode, thus eliminating the need for PINs as well as ATM cards 

completely (for more information about the performance of iris recognition, see also Section 

2.2.3). Apart from some technical difficulties in the image acquisition process (e.g. user 

positioning), the results of these trials have been very positive (see also 3.4.1). Further 

application areas of biometric technologies will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
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1.4 The Generic Biometric System 

Regardless of the specific technology being used, the components and the operation of a 

generic biometric system can be broken down into five subsystems, as shown in Figure 4. 

These five subsystems include data acquisition, transmission, signal processing, data storage 

and decision policy.  
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1.4.1 Data Acquisition 

The biometric data flow begins with collecting the physiological or behavioral characteristic. 

Every biometric system is based on two assumptions (WAYMAN 2000): 

 Uniqueness: the biometric trait is distinctive between individuals. 

 Repeatability: measurements are repeatable over time for the same individual. 

The user’s characteristic to be measured must be presented to the sensor. Note that the 

requirement of presentation adds a behavioral component to every biometric system. If the 

system is to be open, the presentation and sensor characteristics must be standardized to 

ensure that biometric measurements taken by one system can be matched against those 

collected by another system. The data captured by the sensor is the sample, which owns 

different attributes. The properties of samples depend on the trait being measured, the 

presentation type and the technical qualities of the reader. 

1.4.2 Transmission 

In some biometric systems, the location of data collection is separate form the location of data 

processing. In such cases, the acquired sample must be transmitted. Depending on the size of 

the samples and the overall amount of data, compression can be applied before transmission 

or image storage to save bandwidth or storage space. In consequence, expansion is required 

before further use of compressed data. It must be taken into account, however, that the process 

of compression and expansion can cause loss of quality in the restored signal. The 

development of compression techniques causing minimal loss for a given biometric 

technology is subject to research. 

Again, if the system is to be open, compression and transmission protocols must be 

standardized to ensure reproducibility of the original signal by every user. Current data 

compression standards include JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group, the original 

development committee of the standard) for facial images, WSQ (Wavelet/Scalar 

Quantization, a discrete wavelet transform-based algorithm) for fingerprints and CELP (Code 

Excited Linear Prediction) for voice data. 

1.4.3 Signal Processing 

As shown in Figure 4, the subsystem of signal processing can be divided into three tasks: 

feature extraction, quality control and pattern matching. 
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Feature extraction begins with the segmentation of the sample, which is a process that 

separates relevant biometric data from background information. In the case of face 

recognition, this process involves the filtration of single human faces from a crowd or other 

background, such as walls. The next step is to preserve the features that are distinctive and 

repeatable and discard those which are not or are redundant. A face recognition system should 

be able to extract features that will not change significantly over time, such as the distance 

between the eyes and other quantitative measurements. Features such as hair style are neither 

distinctive nor repeatable and should be therefore discarded. In conclusion, feature extraction 

is a non-reversible compression, which means that the original image cannot be reconstructed 

from the extracted image. In some systems, feature extraction occurs before transmission, in 

order to save bandwidth and to enhance security. 

After, during or sometimes even before feature extraction, a quality check must be performed, 

producing a quality score as output. If the signal received from the data collection subsystem 

is insufficient or just does not make any sense, as it would be the case if someone places a 

piece of metal on a fingerprint sensor, a request is sent for a new sample while the user is still 

at the reader. Improvements in the implementation of the quality check feature have greatly 

enhanced the overall quality of biometric systems in the past few years. 

After passing the quality check, the extracted features are being sent to the pattern matching 

process for evaluation. If no close match could be found, enrollment can take place, which 

refers to the process of placing the extracted features in the database for the first time. As soon 

as the extracted features have been stored and associated with an identity through external 

information provided by the enrollee or other instances, the feature sample is referred to as a 

“template” for the corresponding identity.  

An exception is enrollment in systems that allow multiple enrollments for one identity. In 

such cases, the 1:n pattern matching step can be skipped. If the system operates in 

authentication mode, as described in Section 1.3.1, in which the user claims a certain identity, 

for instance through the use of a magnetic stripe card or a username, the feature sample is 

only compared to the corresponding template, resulting in a 1:1 comparison. In all other cases, 

the feature sample must be matched against all templates stored in the database. As a result of 

every single comparison, the decision policy subsystem receives a matching score, which is a 

measure of the similarity between the features derived from the presented sample and a stored 

template.  
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1.4.4 Data Storage 

Templates are stored in a database for the purpose of comparison with incoming feature 

samples. Depending on the biometric system and the goals of the application, one or more 

forms of storage will be necessary. 

In a system only performing one-to-one matching, the database can be decentralized by 

storing each user’s templates on magnetic stripe cards or smart cards that must be carried by 

the enrolled individual with the corresponding identity. No central database is required in such 

cases, even though an additional central database can be used to filter out counterfeit cards or 

to reissue lost cards without having to recollect the biometric pattern. 

If the system performs 1:n matching, as in the case of identification, the database will be 

centralized. As n gets large, system performance requirements may dictate to partition the 

database into smaller subsets. The goal is to create feature-based partitions that enable the 

comparison of feature samples to the templates stored in the corresponding subset instead of 

the whole database. This technique does not only increase system speed, but also decreases 

the occurrence of false matches. However, partitioning errors will also lead to an increased 

number of false non-matches. The decision about database partitioning must be considered 

carefully, since it affects system error rates, while such systems do not scale linearly. For 

further details about false match and false non-match rates see also Section 1.5.1. 

1.4.5 Decision Policy 

The decision subsystem implements a given system policy by determining matches or non-

matches based on the quality score and matching score received from the signal processing 

subsystem and by making the final decision of acceptance or rejection. Such a system policy 

could be the simple rule to declare a match for any matching score higher than a fixed 

threshold and then to accept the user based on this single match. However, the decision policy 

can be much more sophisticated. For instance, a match could be declared only for a matching 

score higher than a user-dependent or time-variant threshold; or the policy could call for a 

certain number of positive matches for an acceptance. Therefore, the decision policy is always 

specific to the operational and security requirements of the system. In general, the number of 

false matches can be lowered for the price of an increase in the false non-match rate. The 

following section will further explore the trade-off between system error rates. 
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1.5 Accuracy and System Performance 

When implementing a biometric security system, several error types will have to be 

considered that crucially influence the overall system performance. While security 

professionals usually focus on preventing the acceptance of unauthorized users, it is not less 

important to ensure fast and reliable processing of legitimate user requests. If a biometric 

device or any other security system does not consistently recognize authorized users, it will be 

soon put out of operation. The central issue in biometric accuracy is the interdependence of 

accepting legitimate users while rejecting unauthorized impostors. 

Further performance factors, which are too often overlooked, are the failure-to-enroll (FTE) 

and the failure-to-acquire (FTA) rates. 

Two other key measurements in accuracy include the false acceptance rate (FAR) and the 

false rejection rate (FRR). These error rates are unfortunately often equated with the false 

match (FMR) and false non-match rates (FNMR) by some authors, for example by CHIRILLO 

AND BLAUL (2003). However, it has been demonstrated in Section 1.4 that the problem of 

matching a sample to templates and the problem of accepting or rejecting a user are 

interdependent, but separate. 

1.5.1 False Match Rate versus False Non-Match Rate 

The comparison of a captured biometric image to an enrolled template has been introduced in 

Section 1.4.3 as a fundamental system operation. The false match and false non-match rates 

measure the accuracy of this process (MANSFIELD ET AL. 2001): 

 A false match occurs when the features of a biometric reading closely match the 

features of a non-corresponding template, producing a matching score high enough to 

qualify as a match, as explained in 1.4.5. As a result, the person to be identified, who 

can be either a legitimate user or an unauthorized impostor, is matched with a wrong 

identity. 

 The term false non-match is used to describe just the opposite case, when the 

measured distance between the current biometric readings of an authorized user and 

the corresponding template fall out of the acceptable tolerances, due to the condition 

of the biometric feature or other circumstantial reasons, such as bad lighting etc. In 

effect, the matching score is too low to be qualified as a match, thus resulting in the 

rejection of a legitimate claim. 
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It has been mentioned in Section 1.4.5 that these two error rates are interdependent and 

adjustable through the system policy. In high-security applications, the rejection of 

unauthorized individuals represents the main goal. In such cases, efforts will be focused 

towards lowering the false match rate for the costs of compromised user convenience caused 

by relatively frequent false non-matches. In contrast, in applications where user convenience 

is higher priced than security, the number of non-matches will be optimized, resulting in 

increased false match rates. 

Figure 5 clearly demonstrates the trade-off between FMR and FNMR for different 

technologies, including two face recognition applications, three different fingerprint (marked 

with FP) readers, a hand geometry as well as a vein pattern scanner, an iris recognition and a 

voice verification system. The node on each curve represents the system performance 

measured at the default decision threshold. While the default false match rates range between 

0.0001% and 1%, default false non-match rates are considerably higher. Note the unrivaled 

accuracy of the iris recognition technology (see also Section 2.2.3). 

 

Figure 5: The trade-off between false match rates and false non-match rates for different 

biometric technologies 

(Source: MANSFIELD ET AL. 2001) 

The figure represents actual performance data measured in 2001 by scientists at the National 

Physical Laboratory, Centre for Mathematics and Scientific Computing, in Great Britain. The 
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rather high FNMR were partially due to the poor quality of the acquired images. Therefore, 

false non-match error rates should not be considered in isolation from the failure-to-acquire 

and failure-to-enroll rates (MANSFIELD ET AL. 2001).  

1.5.2 Failure-to-Enroll Rate 

The failure-to-enroll rate measures the proportion of individuals for whom the system cannot 

create a valid template. The FTE is calculated over the number of total persons attempting to 

enroll and those unsuccessful within the enrollment policy (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

The failure-to-enroll rate is a very important measure that must be taken into consideration 

when implementing a biometric system, since it equals the percentage of individuals who will 

not be able to use the application. Hardly any biometric trait is so universal and unique that it 

could be used as a single identifier for a large number of individuals, such as an entire nation. 

In conclusion, proposals for biometrically enabled national IDs, such as the one currently 

discussed in Canada, always involve at least two measurements to ensure high universality 

across the population. Canadians proposed to use fingerprints and iris patterns as their 

national identifiers. For more information about national identity see also Section 3.5.4. 

Table 2 demonstrated already the universality of biometric characteristics, where facial 

features, DNA structure and body odor came out on top. Other characteristics are, however, 

not so universally distributed. As an example, a failure-to-enroll is likely to occur in biometric 

fingerprint systems for individuals with worn fingerprints, which are quite common among 

people who work aggressively with their hands, such as construction workers or carpenters 

(CHIRILLO AND BLAUL 2003). 

Figure 6 illustrates the lowest FTE measured by MANSFIELD ET AL. (2001) in a practical test 

scenario involving 200 users. 
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Figure 6: Failure-to-enroll rates among different biometric devices 

(Based on MANSFIELD ET AL. 2001 and WOODWARD ET AL. 2003) 
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1.5.3 Failure-to-Acquire Rate 

The failure-to-acquire rate is a measure for the probability that a system is unable to locate or 

capture an image of sufficient quality. This is usually not a major issue for contact sensors, 

such as fingerprint scanners, except for positioning, which can be easily corrected. However, 

the FAR can be a problem for optical systems operated in non-optimal environments 

involving background noise, as it is the case in most face recognition systems. Further 

contributing causes include not properly trained users and injury to the body part being 

measured (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

In conclusion, the FAR includes cases in which the user is unable to present the required 

biometric feature and cases in which the captured image simply does not pass the quality 

check (MANSFIELD ET AL. 2001). 

1.5.4 False Acceptance Rate versus False Rejection Rate 

The description of the decision policy of a generic biometric system in 1.4.5 has already 

showed the difference between a match/non-match decision and the system decision about 

acceptance or rejection. The same difference lies between FMR/FNMR and FAR/FRR: while 

false match and false non-match rates refer to the outcome of a single matching process, false 

acceptance and false rejection rates measure the decision errors for the whole system, 

combining the matching errors and the failure-to-acquire errors in accordance with the system 

policy. Therefore, when the final decision is based on a single attempt and τ being the 

decision threshold, the FAR and FRR can be calculated as follows (MANSFIELD ET AL. 2001): 

FTAFNMRFTAFRR
FMRFTAFAR

+−=
−=

)()1()(
)()1()(
ττ

ττ
 

There are two frequency distributions to be considered when evaluating a biometric: the 

distribution of the matching scores in the case that the user is genuine and the distribution of 

these values in the case that the attempt originates from an impostor. The choice of the 

decision threshold becomes problematic as soon as these distributions overlap, since the 

threshold τ directly defines the trade-off between the FAR and the FRR. Figure 7 

demonstrates how the choice of different thresholds affects the false acceptance and false 

rejection rates (THOMPSON 2002). 
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Figure 7: The influence of the decision threshold τ on FAR and FRR 

(Based on THOMPSON 2002) 

The receiver operating characteristics (ROC) of a system illustrate the false rejection rate, also 

known as type I error, and the false acceptance rate, also referred to as type II error, of a 

pattern matcher at all operating points. Each point on a ROC defines the FAR and the FRR for 

a given matcher operating at a particular decision threshold. Forensic applications will 

minimize the FRR, while high-security access applications will focus on keeping the FAR 

low. Civilian applications attempt to operate their matching algorithms around the equal error 

rate (EER), also referred to as the crossover error rate, with both relatively low FAR and low 

FRR (JAIN ET AL. 1999). Figure 8 depicts these relationships. 
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Figure 8: Receiver operating characteristics of a generic biometric system 

(Source: JAIN ET AL. 1999) 
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1.5.5 Multiple-Attempt Error Rates 

Many biometric systems allow multiple attempts for system access. However, the matching 

score, which is calculated by the pattern matching algorithm, submitted to the decision policy 

and then reported to the user after every attempt, could be exploited during a hill-climbing 

attack. During a hill-climbing attack, the attacker uses a rogue application that interrogates the 

biometric system by providing randomly generated samples and monitoring the matching 

score to maintain only changes in the sample that move it closer to the template the attack is 

launched upon. This iterative process of sample modification continues until a matching score 

is achieved that meets the decision threshold (SOUTAR 2002). To prevent such an attack, a 

three-attempt limit is commonly suggested. A three-attempt score is the highest matching 

value obtained during three trials. Therefore, the same biometric is measured and compared 

three consecutive times with one or all enrolled templates (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

Figure 9 demonstrates the resulting detection error trade-off based on the measurements of 

MANSFIELD ET AL. (2001), as described in Section 1.5.1. Note the differences and similarities 

between the curves represented in Figures 5 and 9. Again, notice the exceptional positioning 

of iris-based identification in contrast to other biometric methods. 

 

Figure 9: Multiple-attempt error rates when deploying a “best-of-three” decision policy 

(Source: MANSFIELD ET AL. 2001) 
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2. BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGIES 

Chapter 1 has introduced several basic terms, opening up the door to a whole new world of 

biometric identity assurance. Many scientists believe that already in very near future, 

biometrics will play an important role in our lives whether we are entering an office or home, 

starting a vehicle, talking on a cellular phone, using a personal digital assistant (PDA), 

logging into a computer or purchasing a merchandise. 

How far away is the future? How sophisticated are the technologies currently available? 

Which biometric method has the highest market penetration as of today? Which technologies 

are the most promising for future applications? Chapter 2 is going to answer these and many 

more questions by analyzing some of the technologies presented in Table 2 that play the most 

dominant role on today’s biometric markets. Each method introduced will be described 

technically, analyzing weaknesses and strengths with a special focus on the current market 

situation, including the introduction of outstanding products and solutions. Table 3 represents 

the structure and contents of this chapter. 

Section Content 
2.1 Market Analysis 
2.1.1  Market Share by Technology 
2.1.2  Development of Market Volume 
2.1.3  Industry Profitability 
2.1.4  Market Growth Forecast 
2.1.5  Geographic Market Segmentation 
2.2 Physiological Biometrics 
2.2.1  Fingerprint Patterns 
2.2.2  Hand Geometry 
2.2.3  Iris Patterns 
2.2.4  Retinal/Choroidal Patterns 
2.2.5  Facial Features 
2.3 Behavioral Biometrics 
2.3.1  Voice Patterns 
2.3.2  Signature Dynamics 
2.3.3  Keystroke Dynamics 
2.4 Esoteric Biometrics 
2.5 Privacy Issues 

Table 3: The structure and contents of Chapter 2 

Chapter 2 opens with a comprehensive analysis of the current market situation for biometrics. 

While Section 2.2 covers the most common biometric methods based on physiological, often 
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referred to as passive or static, features, Section 2.3 introduces technologies based on 

behavioral, also called active or dynamic, characteristics. In 2.4, the presentation of biometric 

technologies continues with a short overview of methods still in research status, while Section 

2.5 closes this chapter with a discussion of privacy issues. 

2.1 Market Analysis 

The field of biometrics is an emerging and highly dynamic marketplace. Figure 10 shows the 

visibility and maturity of biometrics compared to other information security technologies. 

Relatively low maturity and stability implies higher risk to investors. However, increasing 

visibility of the technology has been stimulating segment growth and propelling its 

development into a technological plateau. The industry is past the peak of inflated 

expectations. Total revenues show steady growth. Even so, most biometric companies are 

struggling to survive. 
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2.1.1 Market Share by Technology 

A market analysis conducted by the INTERNATIONAL BIOMETRIC GROUP (2003b) between 

1999 and 2003 and a report of AMBERG (2003) provide a clear overview over the current 

market situation and market trends. Figure 11 summarizes these findings. 
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Several conclusions can be drawn from the presented market share data: 

 Fingerprint technologies rule the market for biometric solutions with almost steadily 

growing market share. 52% of all biometric products sold in 2003 used fingerprints as 

the distinguishing characteristic. 

 While hand geometry as an identifier held about a third of the whole biometric market 

in 1999, its use has dramatically dropped to 10% in 2001 due to the rising availability 

of more reliable technologies. Since then, the market share stayed steady at 10%. 

 The use of iris recognition technology has increased slowly but steadily between 1999 

and 2003. However, the overall market share in 2003 is still rather small with 7.3%. 

Further growth is to be expected. 

 The market share of face recognition has more than doubled between 1999 and 2001 

from 7% to 15%. However, between 2001 and 2003, the market share has steadily 

dropped to 11.4%. While face recognition is one of the most natural means of 

identifying individuals, the accuracy of the automated methods leaves much to be 

desired. 

 Similarly to hand geometry, voice recognition has lost three quarters of its market 

share between 1999 and 2001. Scientists are facing some serious difficulties in making 

the technology work reliably, resulting in a small but steady market share around 4%. 

 Given the analysis presented in Table 2, it is not surprising that products based on 

signature dynamics hold only about 3% of all biometric markets. Even though 

identification through signatures has a long tradition and therefore a high user 

acceptance, the uniqueness, the universality and the permanence of signatures are quite 

low, resulting in poor performance. 

 The market share of alternative biometric technologies has drastically increased from 

1% to 12% between 1999 and 2001. Years of research and development in many 

different biometric areas made it possible to reach and hold a steady market share 

around 12-13% for the past three years. 

 The analysis of keystroke dynamics plays a minor role on the market for biometric 

solutions, holding less then 1% market share in 2003. 

 Note that retinal technologies have no market share, since there is no product based on 

retinal scans currently available on the market. 
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In summary, the presented market share arrays clearly describe ongoing market trends. While 

fingerprint, iris and alternative biometric technologies are still expanding, other identifiers 

seem to lack the potential to gain more market relevance. Between 1999 and 2001, there was a 

definite shift to new technologies, causing severe losses in market share to some traditional 

methods. Further market share increases are to be expected in the areas of fingerprint, iris and 

alternative biometric technologies. 

The current situation on the biometric market abstracted from Figure 11 is displayed in 

Figure 12. Note that the presentation does not include revenue gained from automated 

fingerprint identification systems (AFIS). For more information about AFIS, see also Section 

2.2.1. 
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Figure 12: Comparative market share by technology in 2003 

(Based on INTERNATIONAL BIOMETRIC GROUP 2003b) 

2.1.2 Development of Market Volume 

After having the market structure analyzed, the progression of the market volume comes into 

focus. This emerging industry has come a long way since its beginnings. In 2001, the highly 

respected Massachusetts Institute of Technology named biometrics as one of the “top ten 

emerging technologies that will change the world” in their Technology Review (WOODWARD 

ET AL. 2003).  
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But also sales numbers show considerable industry growth. While in 1995 biometric revenues 

were around 20 million US dollars, they surpassed the 250 million US dollar mark in 1999 

(WHITTED AND LOUGHRAN 1999). According to the INTERNATIONAL BIOMETRIC GROUP 

(2003b), a biometric consulting and integration firm located in New York City, sales totaled 

399 million US dollars in 2000, reached 601 million US dollars in 2002, continuing to climb 

to an expected 928 million US dollars in 2003. The development of the biometric market 

volume between 1995 and 2003 is displayed in Figure 13 in four year increments. 
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Figure 13: Biometric sales revenue between 1995 and 2003 

(Based on WHITTED AND LOUGHRAN 1999, INTERNATIONAL BIOMETRIC GROUP 2003b, 

WOODWARD ET AL. 2003 and WAYMAN 2003) 

2.1.3 Industry Profitability 

Despite steadily growing sales figures, the vast majority of businesses that are active on the 

biometric market remain unprofitable. The costs of research, development and competition are 

extremely high. Simultaneously, private as well as institutional investors are no longer willing 

to risk capital as freely as they did in the late 1990s; the only serious candidates considered for 

funding in the high-tech sector are companies with proven track records, revenue and even 

profits.  

However, biometric companies are still emerging. Although more than 100 million US dollars 

of funding were infused into the biometric market in 2003 (ACUITY MARKET INTELLIGENCE 

2004), many companies remain in the “valley of death”, as represented in Figure 14. Many 
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market players are struggling to raise capital in the private market to finally cross “the chasm” 

between non-profitability and profitability. To date, only about five out of more than 200 

companies currently present on the market have succeeded to cross this chasm, thus entering a 

financially profitable zone (SHEN 2003). The next challenge in the financing lifecycle is to 

cross “the wall”, e.g. to enter the public market. Today, only a few biometric companies have 

taken that step (WHITTED AND LOUGHRAN 1999). Note that is some cases, the wall is crossed 

before the chasm: while seven companies are publicly traded, only five out of more than 200 

are reporting net profits. Similarly, having crossed the wall does not guarantee a permanent 

position past the chasm. 
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2.1.4 Market Growth Forecast 

Certain public sector programs based on biometric technologies are rapidly expanding in both 

Europe and the US. On the commercial front, deployments are also starting to become truly 

large-scale (ACUITY MARKET INTELLIGENCE 2004). Therefore, the INTERNATIONAL 

BIOMETRIC GROUP (2003b) expects massive growth in total revenue. Figure 15 represents the 

expected sales figures until 2007. 
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Figure 15: Biometric sales forecast until 2007 

(Based on INTERNATIONAL BIOMETRIC GROUP 2003b) 

Only time can tell how accurate the presented forecasts are. However, the operative keyword 

for biometrics has definitely shifted from “if” to “how” in the past few years, as illustrated in 

Figure 13. The path of growth may take some unexpected turns, but biometrics are certain to 

be a common feature implemented in everyday’s tools in the near future. 

2.1.5 Geographic Market Segmentation 

Last but not least, another key characteristic of the market is its geographic diversity. NORTON 

(2002) reports that while North America accounted for 75% of all sales on the biometric 

market, Europe holds only a small share of 12%. Major growth is expected in the Asia-Pacific 

region from its current 9% share to 32% by 2006. Figure 16 depicts the biometric market 

share by geographic regions in 2001. 
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Figure 16: Geographic diversity of the biometric market in 2001 

(Based on NORTON 2002) 

2.2 Physiological Biometrics 

This section discusses fingerprint patterns, hand geometry, iris patterns, retinal vasculature 

and facial features as possible biometric identifiers. 

2.2.1 Fingerprint Patterns 

Fingerprints are among the oldest and certainly the most widely recognized biometric 

identifiers. They are impressions of the friction ridges on the surface of the hand. In most 

applications, as well as in this paper, the primary interest is focused on the ridges located 

above the end joints of fingers. However, in certain forensic applications, the area of interest 

is broader, including the fingers, the palms and the writer’s palms, defined as the area on the 

side of each hand resting on the paper when one writes (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

Since the early 1970s, fingerprint identification has undergone extensive research and 

development efforts that were originally initiated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

(FBI). The main goal was to create an automated fingerprint identification system, mostly 

referred to as AFIS, for forensic purposes (RUGGLES 1996). Today, however, not only the FBI 

benefits from these efforts, but also several civilian markets and applications. 
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2.2.1.1 Feature and Technology 

There are two major approaches in fingerprint matching: minutiae matching and global 

pattern matching. The first technique analyzes basic minutia types shown in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: Basic minutia patterns 

(Source: CRIMTRAC 2001) 

Global pattern matching, the more macroscopic approach, focuses on the integral flow of 

ridges, which can be categorized into three groups: loops, whorls and arches. Every 

fingerprint fits into one of these three categories pictured in Figure 18 (O’GORMAN 1999). 
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Figure 19: Automated minutiae comparison of matching fingerprints 

(Source: PRABHAKAR 2001) 

Figure 19 depicts a case, in which the input image (left) was matched against the 

corresponding template (right). 39 minutiae were detected in the input, while the template 

contained 42 different minutiae. The matching algorithm identified 36 matching data points. 

 

Figure 20: Automated minutiae comparison of non- matching fingerprints 

(Source: PRABHAKAR 2001) 

In the case depicted in Figure 20, however, fingerprints from two different fingers were 

matched. 64 minutiae were detected in the input image (left), while the template contains 65 

different minutiae (right). The  algorithm identified 25 definite non-matching data points. 

In order to obtain such images, a capture device is needed. Much research has been done on 

this field since the first optical sensors of the 1970s. The devices have gotten less expensive, 

smaller in size and more accurate over the years. Some of the image capture devices already 

available on the market include optical, capacitive, thermoelectric, ultrasonic, radio frequency 

and touchless scanners that will be described in the following. 

 Optical scanning was the first method available for capturing fingerprint images. Such 

scanners operate on the principle of frustrated total internal reflection. The finger is 

placed on a glass platen and illuminated by laser light. The surface of the finger 

reflects certain amounts of light depending on the depth of the ridges and valleys. This 
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reflectance is then captured by a CCD (charge-coupled device) camera that constitutes 

of an array of light sensitive diodes called photosites (O’GORMAN 1999).  

The advantage of optical scanning lies in the low price of the technology. However, 

this type of capture device is quite easily fooled by impostors. Another drawback is the 

latent fingerprint left on the scanning surface (BERGDATA BIOMETRICS 2003). 

DigitalPersona, for example, uses optical scanners in its popular U.are.U fingerprint 

recognition systems depicted in Figure 21. In October 2003, the US Department of 

Defense has chosen this product to enhance network security at desktops in its offices 

in Washington, D.C. (DIGITALPERSONA 2003). 

 

Figure 21: The U.are.U fingerprint scanning device from DigitalPersona 

(Source: DIGITALPERSONA 2003) 

 Capacitive devices have become very popular since their first appearance in the 1990s. 

A capacitive scanner is a solid-state device, which incorporates a sensing surface 

composed of an array of about 100.000 conductive plates over which lies a dielectric 

surface. When a user touches the sensor, the human skin acts as the other side of the 

array of capacitors. The measurement of voltage at a capacitor decreases with the 

growing distance between the plates. Therefore, the capacitance measured at the ridges 

of a fingerprint will be higher than the capacitance measured at the valleys. These 

measurements are then analyzed in a way similar to a sonar scan of the ocean bottom, 

resulting in a video signal depicting the surface of the fingerprint (O’GORMAN 1999). 

The advantage of capacitive scanners is its very high accuracy rate. Besides, they are 

much harder to fool than optical scanners since the process requires living tissue. 

However, since users have to touch the silicon chip itself, solid-state scanners are 

susceptible to electrostatic discharge (ESD). Early scanners could be put out of 

commission by an average person walking across a thickly carpeted floor and touching 

the sensor. Recent chip designs were specifically developed to withstand high levels of 

ESD and frequent handling. Manufacturers of modern capacitive devices, such as 
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Veridicom (see Figure 22), claim that their chips survive about 1 million touches 

(RYAN 2002). 

  

Figure 22: Capacitive fingerprint scanning and minutiae mapping by Veridicom 

(Source: VERIDICOM 2003) 

 Thermoelectric devices are also silicon based and have been designed to measure the 

temperature differential between the ridges touching the surface of the sensor and the 

valleys more distant from them (O’GORMAN 1999).  

Thermal scanning is a rather uncommon method, even though very promising. Atmel, 

one of the major proponents of this technique, uses a finger sweep method to acquire 

fingerprints in its product called FingerChip. The sensor is a tiny silicon chip, in fact 

the smallest solid-state scanner of the world, which has the advantage of self-cleaning, 

since latent prints are erased by sweeping across the platen. Similarly, its size allows 

easy implementation in small devices such as PDAs and cellular phones (RYAN 2002). 

Another advantage is the low price of the chip around 5 US dollars in mass 

production. Hewlett-Packard has chosen the FingerChip for its top of the line iPAQ 

h5000 series, as presented in Figure 23 (BISHOP 2002). 

  

Figure 23: iPAQ h5550 from Hewlett-Packard incorporating the FingerChip of Atmel 

(Source: HEWLETT-PACKARD 2003 and IN2SYSTEMS 2003) 

 Ultrasonic technology was brought to market in 1996 by Ultra-Scan, one of the 

researching pioneers. An ultrasonic beam scans across the surface of the finger, much 

like a laser light does in optical scanners. However, ultrasonic sensors are much less 
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affected by dirt or oil on the surface of the finger than optical scanners, since they 

measure the range, thus ridge depth, of the echo signal captured at the receiver 

(O’GORMAN 1999). Figure 24 demonstrates the insensitivity of this method to 

contamination caused by a marker pen. Another advantage is that even fingerprints of 

small children can be accurately and reliably scanned with this high-precision 

technology – a challenging task most devices cannot handle (ULTRA-SCAN 2003).  
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Figure 24: The dirt resistance of ultrasonic scanning compared to optical devices 

(Source: ULTRA-SCAN 2003) 

 The radio frequency (RF) imaging technique was an innovation of the year 1999, 

brought to market by AuthenTec through its TruePrint technology. The RF method 

allows the sensor to reconstruct the image of the structure of skin layers underneath 

the skin surface (see also Figure 25). These subsurface layers are the source of the 

fingerprint patterns, which are rarely ever affected by damage of or wear to the finger 

surface (AUTHENTEC 2003a). Therefore, RF technology bridges the FTE gap (see also 

Section 1.5.2) resulting from worn fingerprints and also lowers the usual FTA rates 

(see also Section 1.5.3), so that the method can be reliably used even under extreme 

circumstances involving dirt and heavy physical activity such as in a car repair shop. 

Furthermore, the technology allows a more protective coating of the silicon chip 

resulting in higher ESD, scratch and chemical resistance than most other solid-state 

sensors, i.e. microchips containing an imaging surface, can achieve. Recently, 

AuthenTec has even introduced a slide sensor similar to Atmel’s FingerChip for 

product implementations where minimal costs and small size are paramount. 

Frost & Sullivan, a world-renowned publisher of consulting information and 

intelligence on emerging high-technology and industrial markets, has chosen 

AuthenTec as the winner of its Award for Market Leadership in 2003. AuthenTec has 

been the leader of the solid-state fingerprint chip market for two years running and in 

mid-2003. It became the first company in this field to have shipped one million 
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fingerprint sensors. Furthermore, AuthenTec has displayed excellence in identifying 

market challenges, market drivers and market restraints as well as in developing 

strategies and  solutions addressing these market dynamics (AUTHENTEC 2003b). 

Inner live skin layer (conductive) 

Outer dead skin layer (dielectric) 

Figure 25: Radio frequency imaging 

(Based on AUTHENTEC 2002
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 The technology is easy to use, allowing implementation in several application fields.  

Main weaknesses include the following (CHIRILLO AND BLAUL 2003): 

 Since fingerprint technology is so well-known, a large amount of information is 

publicly available on how to defeat it. In 2002, Tsutomu Matsumoto, professor at the 

Yokohama National University of Japan, has fooled several optical as well as 

capacitive sensors using easy-to-acquire and inexpensive materials such as free 

molding plastic and gelatin. His experiment has proved that even a latent print suffices 

in order to create fake fingerprints (MATSUMOTO 2002). 

 In some cases, even a dismembered finger could be used to gain access. 

 With the exception of the touchless sensor technology and slide scanners, the user 

always leaves a latent fingerprint on the image capture device, which could be used to 

recreate a fake fingerprint using Professor Matsumoto’s technique described in detail 

on several websites. 

2.2.1.3 The Fingerprint Smart Card 

An outstanding market solution has been provided by Biometric Associates, Inc. (BAI), the 

developer of the world’s first self-authenticating, fingerprint-enabled smart card that meets all 

requirements specified in ISO 7816, including card size. 

 

Figure 26: The BAI fingerprint smart card and its componets 

(Source: BIOMETRIC ASSOCIATES 2001) 

Figure 26 depicts the fingerprint smart card and its components. The BAI Authenticator is a 

self-contained system combining all fingerprint verification steps described in Section 1.4 into 

one tiny module that includes an embedded capacitive sensor array chip. Therefore, several 

points of attack located between ordinary system components could be eliminated. 
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Furthermore, unlike ordinary smart cards that use knowledge based authentication procedures 

associated with certain weaknesses (see also Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3), the BAI fingerprint 

smart card unlocks its protected functions only after the analysis of the live scanned 

fingerprint has classified the present user as legitimate (BIOMETRIC ASSOCIATES 2001). 

The BAI card has been designed for mass-production resulting in low production costs. 

Another advantage is that one card is capable of storing ten finger templates. In consequence, 

the user does not have to remember which finger has been enrolled to the system. 

Furthermore, an authentication can take place even if some but not all fingers are injured. 

Human imagination could pose the strongest limitation on the practical application of such a 

card. Health care and electronic payment systems, where privacy and strong authentication are 

essential, are most likely to adapt this technology very soon. Similarly, next generation 

passports, ID cards and credit cards could easily look like the one presented in Figure 26. 

2.2.2 Hand Geometry 

Figure 11 has already revealed the high importance of hand geometry scanning devices in the 

past. Since 2001, their use has dramatically decreased mostly due to limited application 

possibilities. Even so, hand geometry is widely used for identification purposes because of its 

ease of use, speed and resistance to fraud. 

2.2.2.1 Feature and Technology 

Recognition Systems, Inc. is regarded as the main pioneer of commercial hand geometry- 

based identity assurance. Their hand geometry scanner uses a CCD camera and infrared (IR) 

light emitting diodes with mirrors and reflectors to capture black and white images of the 

human hand silhouetted against a 32,000 pixel field. The scanner ignores all surface details, 

such as fingerprints, palmprints or scars. The optics produce two images of the hand, one from 

the top, one from the side; this method is also referred to as orthographic scanning 

(WOODWARD ET AL. 2003).  

After the pictures have been taken, the device performs 96 measurements that are stored in 

nine-byte templates during enrollment. For this purpose, the user is prompted to place his or 

her hand on the scanner surface three consecutive times. Pins projecting from the platen 

ensure proper finger position, as shown in Figure 27. The microprocessor and internal 
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software calculate the averages of the three measurement sessions and then generate a 

template that is stored for later verification (ZUNKEL 1999). 

 

Figure 27: A prototype hand geometry scanner 

(Source: ROSS 1999) 

To verify identity, the user first enters a PIN using an input device such as a keypad. If the 

entered identification number exists, the scanner retrieves the corresponding template for 

comparison. The hand images are captured, processed and then matched against the template. 

A preset threshold determines whether the matching score is acceptable for a match or not 

(ZUNKEL 1999). 

Note that the described application is an authentication and not an identification process. The 

user makes an explicit positive claim about his or her identity before the matching process can 

take place. Hands are satisfyingly unique for such verification purposes. However, hand 

geometry-based scanners cannot be used for recognition. Geometrical measurements of 

human body parts do not produce enough evidence to establish identity as already proven by 

the failure of anthropometry in the early 1900s (see also Section 1.1). 

Still, hand geometry scanning enjoys the largest installed base of any biometric by unit 

number (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). More than 18,000 employees at San Francisco 

International Airport have used Recognition Systems’ HandReaders for tarmac access since 

1993 with more than 100 million transactions having occurred. The 1996 Olympic Games 

used the HandReaders to secure access gates to the Olympic Village. 65,000 people were 

enrolled and one million verification processes were handled in just 28 days (RECOGNITION 

SYSTEMS 2002). 

The largest application, however, is by far the hand geometry system at Disney Land in 

Orlando, Florida, which has been optimized for quick processing. The authentication of 
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returning pass holders takes about 11 seconds. Additionally, the process is easy and 

understandable for young and old (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

In conclusion, hand geometry-based devices provide accurate and reliable verification, mainly 

for the following two purposes (CHIRILLO AND BLAUL 2003): 

 For access control, the technology ensures that the person who enters is not just 

carrying someone else’s access card or personal identification number. Many nuclear 

power stations employ Recognition Systems’ scanners to verify identity. 

 For time and attendance, the deployment of hand geometry scanners improves payroll 

accuracy and simplicity by eliminating the possibility of employees to punch in or out 

for non-present coworkers, often referred to as “buddy-punching”. 

To ensure convenience, the matching threshold is usually set much lower in such 

applications than in access control, where security plays a more significant role. 

2.2.2.2 Strengths and Weaknesses 

The main reasons for the success of hand geometry-based scanners are the following 

(CHIRILLO AND BLAUL 2003): 

 User convenience is high, since the scanners are very easy to use. Even fairly dirty 

hands can be scanned. Only elderly users with arthritic hands might have some 

problems in placing their hands on the scanner’s surface correctly. 

 The technology is to be considered fairly resistant to fraud, since the trouble and 

difficulty of making a fake hand with the right measurements and then even to manage 

to submit the sample without getting noticed would rarely be worth the effort. 

 A template size of 9 bytes is very small compared to other biometric samples, which 

makes storage possible even on a magnetic stripe card. In contrast, an iris pattern 

template requires 512 bytes, while an average voice template occupies about 1,500 to 

3,000 bytes of storage space. 

 Additionally, hand geometry scanning is not associated with forensic use or any other 

typical concerns some other biometrics, such as retinal scanning, have to face, which 

greatly reduces the resistance of users to the deployment of this technology. 
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However, the popularity of hand scanning dropped since the beginning of this millennium. 

Some of the disadvantages include (BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 2002 and CHIRILLO AND BLAUL 

2003):  

 Hand geometry scanners are quite large precluding its use in most logical access 

scenarios (see also Section 3.3). 

 The practical application of the technology is even more limited because it can only be 

operated in verification mode, performing 1:1 matches. 

 The costs of a hand reader are about 1,400 to 2,000 US dollars placing the technology 

on the higher end of the scale of physical security solutions. 

2.2.2.3 Iris Patterns 

Iris recognition is a mature biometric technique with great future prospects. There are those 

who assume that iris-based identification is an infant technology because it is among the latest 

developments in biometric pattern recognition and because it has no history in ancient times. 

Additionally, iris scanning is often depicted in movies as a futuristic technology further 

enhancing the mystique around it (CHIRILLO AND BLAUL 2003). 

The concept of recognizing people by their iris patterns was brought to reality and patented by 

Dr. John Daugman of the University of Cambridge, England, in 1994. Daugman’s algorithms, 

currently licensed and marketed through Iridian Technologies, are the central component of 

every iris-scanning device available today. Several million iris scans and comparisons have 

been conducted by different testing organizations in field and laboratory trials. No false 

matches have ever occurred (see also Figures 5 and 9). The technology is not only extremely 

accurate; it is also non-invasive and fast, making real-time decisions possible even with 

national or international databases (IRIDIAN TECHNOLOGIES 2003a).  

In summary, the performance of iris recognition far surpasses that of any other biometric 

technology commercially available today. Additionally, the costs associated with the 

technology and it use in security systems have rapidly decreased during the last few years. As 

an example, Panasonic’s BMET100 (see Figure 31), a complete solution mostly used to 

secure logical access,  is currently available for about 180 US dollars. 
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2.2.2.4 Feature and Technology 

The iris is the round, pigmented tissue surrounding the pupil of the eye that controls the 

amount of light entering the eye. It is located behind the cornea, the transparent front layer of 

the eye, and in front of the lens (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). Figure 28 shows the location of 

the iris in the eye. 

 

Iris 
Lens 

Pupil 

Cornea 

Figure 28: The anatomy of the eye 

(Based on HIMALAYAN CATARACT PROJECT 2003) 

The rich patterns of this protected internal organ, which can be scanned from distances up to 

almost one meter, reveal about 250 independent degrees-of-freedom (DoF) of textural 

variation across individuals (DAUGMAN 1999). In contrast, a fingerprint has about 50 DoF. As 

already mentioned in Section 1.2.2, iris patterns are a phenotypic feature: they form randomly 

prior to birth with no direct genetic dependencies in their texture phase sequence. Therefore, 

not even genetically identical eyes (as found in monozygotic twins) share the same iris 

patterns. Additionally, the iris patterns are different in any person’s left and right eyes. Under 

normal health conditions, iris patterns also remain unchanged throughout the natural lifespan 

of a human being. These two attributes, uniqueness and permanence (see Section 1.2.1), 

render irises ideal for biometric identification (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

Iris technologies use near-infrared wavelengths that are invisible to humans for imaging. This 

technique reveals rich and complex texture even in darkly pigmented irises. A monochrome 

CCD camera captures the image. Then the inner and outer boundaries of the iris are located, 

and the eyelids and eyelashes are excluded if they intrude. Figure 29 shows a sample result of 

these steps. The two-dimensional (2D) modulations that create iris patterns are encoded into a 

so-called “IrisCode”. Complex-valued 2D Gabor wavelets demodulate the patterns and 

represent them as phasors in the complex plane (DAUGMAN 2004a). 
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In addition to 2048 phase bits (256 bytes) computed for each iris, IrisCodes also contain 256 

control bytes that signify whether any iris region is covered by intruding eyelashes and eyelids 

or distorted by boundary artifacts such as hard contact lenses or by specular reflections from 

the cornea or from glasses (DAUGMAN 2003). The IrisCode corresponding to the eye depicted 

in Figure 29 is located in the upper left corner of the same image. 

 

Figure 29: An example of a human eye with its corresponding IrisCode bit stream 

(Source: DAUGMAN 2004a) 

At the core of the iris recognition technology is a test for statistical independence. The test 

involves so many DoF that IrisCodes for two different irises are almost certain to pass, but 

two IrisCodes generated from different images of the same eye are almost certain to fail. 

A Hamming Distance (HD) is a number between 0 and 1 used to show the difference between 

two binary vectors. It represents the percentage of disagreeing bits. In a bit stream associated 

with an iris, any given bit is equally likely to be set or cleared. Therefore, the expected HD 

between two different irises is 0.5 (DAUGMAN 1999).  

 

p = 0.499 
σ = 0.0317 
N = 249 
 
min = 0.334 
max = 0.664 

Figure 30: Binominal distribution of Hamming Distances for over nine million comparisons 

between different irises (Based on DAUGMAN 2004a) 
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Figure 30 shows the distribution of Hamming Distances for over nine million comparisons of 

IrisCodes encoded from different eyes. Such comparisons correspond to the case of an 

impostor distribution, as defined in Section 1.5.4. The histogram shows a perfect binomial 

distribution with an observed mean HD of p = 0.499, standard deviation of σ = 0.0317 and 

N = p (1 – p) / σ2 = 249 degrees-of-freedom. In consequence, a comparison between any two 

bits in two different IrisCodes is essentially a Bernoulli trial (DAUGMAN 2004a). 

In contrast, the observed mean Hamming Distance ranges between 0.019 and 0.11 when two 

IrisCodes extracted from images taken from the same eye are compared, depending on 

external conditions, such as lighting and distance, under which the images have been acquired 

(DAUGMAN 2003a). Such comparisons correspond to the case of a genuine distribution, as 

defined in Section 1.5.4. 

Due to the high textural variation found in irises, these genuine and impostor distribution 

curves do not overlap. Note that this property of iris recognition is exceptional in the 

biometric landscape. Figure 7 demonstrates clearly that in such cases the decision threshold 

can be set to a value where both false acceptances and false rejections are extremely unlikely 

to occur. It has been calculated that the theoretical crossover point is located at HD = 0.342, 

resulting in an equal error rate of 1 in 1.2 million (DAUGMAN 1999). Table 4 shows the false 

acceptance rates of the matching algorithm as a function of the decision threshold. 

Decision Threshold (HD) Odds of False Acceptance 
0.33 1 in 4  million 
0.32 1 in 26 million 
0.31 1 in 185 million 
0.30 1 in 1.5 billion 
0.29 1 in 13 billion 

Table 4: FAR of iris recognition as a function of the decision threshold 

(Based on DAUGMAN 2004a) 

Clearly, a tremendous advantage of iris recognition is that there is an extremely low 

probability of false acceptance even with a decision threshold set to a rather high Hamming 

Distance. Therefore, the technology is by far the best where exhaustive searches through large 

databases must be performed. It is important to note that a 1:n comparison, for identification, 

is far more demanding than a 1:1 comparison, for authentication, because the probability of a 

false acceptance increases dramatically with the number of comparisons. If, for a given 

decision threshold, P1 is the probability of false acceptance in every 1:1 trial, and if N is the 
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number of rows in a database that must be exhaustively searched, then the probability of 

finding a false match in the database is: 

N
N PP )1(1 1−−=  

To demonstrate the power of this relationship, let us imagine the following scenario: even if 

P1 were as low as 0.001 (which indicates higher accuracy than most non-iris technologies can 

achieve; for actual data, see Figures 5 and 9), the probability of a false acceptance when 

searching through a database of N = 200 is PN = 0.181. With a database size of N = 2000 (still 

a very small database in identification settings), the false acceptance probability is PN = 0.86. 

Iris recognition, by comparison, has such high confidence levels against false acceptance that 

even with a planetary database, containing about N = 1010 iris templates, the chances of a false 

acceptance are still astonishingly low. This exceptional property of the technology is due to 

the rapid fall of the impostor distribution curve depicted in Figure 30. As a result, even very 

small adjustments in the decision threshold have a dramatic effect on the FAR, as shown in 

Table 4. As an example, if the decision threshold is set to HD = 0.28, where P1 equals about 

10-12, even an exhaustive search of the entire planetary database produces a false acceptance 

probability of PN = 0.01 (DAUGMAN 1999). 

Daugman's algorithms are both accurate and optimized for performance. The execution time 

for an Exclusive-OR comparison of any two IrisCodes on a 300 MHz Sun workstation is 10 

microseconds, enabling the technology to deliver decisions for 1:n matching in even very 

large databases in real time (DAUGMAN 2004a). 

Current applications of iris recognition (to some degree in trial mode) include ATMs, 

simplified passenger travel programs, and physical and logical access control. Large-scale 

applications in many different areas are to be expected because of the idealness of the human 

iris as a biometric identifier and the unparalleled performance of the algorithms. 

 

Figure 31: BMET500 and BMET100 from Panasonic for iris pattern-based identification 

(Source: PANASONIC UK 2003) 
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Figure 31 shows two iris scanners made by Panasonic. The BMET500 pictured on the left 

was designed for physical access control, while the BMET100 is used in desktop applications. 

2.2.2.5 Strengths and Weaknesses 

The main advantages of using iris patterns as a biometric identifier are: 

 Iris patterns are very unique, and they do not vary with time unless the eye suffers an 

injury or contracts one of certain eye diseases. 

 The acquisition of iris images is non-intrusive, because the user and the camera can be 

up to one meter apart. Glasses and contact lenses (clear or colored) do not affect the 

acquisition process, thus further enhancing user convenience. 

 The technology is fast and highly accurate in both identification and authentication 

modes. 

 The iris is an internal organ that is very hard to spoof. For instance, iris patterns 

printed on contact lenses are easily recognized by the 2D Fourier domain artifacts of 

printing. Furthermore, a search for the pupillary motion called hippus, which occurs 

even in the absence of illumination changes, filters out high-resolution photographs, 

dead tissue, and other simulations of the living iris (DAUGMAN 1999). 

Weaknesses of the technology include: 

 Image acquisition is a difficult process, since it depends on external conditions such as 

lighting, the quality of the CCD camera, and the position of the user relative to the 

capture device. Furthermore, irises can be obscured by eyelids and eyelashes and are 

subject to diseases and injury. Another challenge in image capturing is pupillary 

dilation and constriction, which temporarily deform irises non-elastically (DAUGMAN 

1999). 

 People suffering from aniridia cannot be identified by their irises. Aniridia is a very 

rare medical condition in which a person lacks one or both irises (CHIRILLO AND 

BLAUL 2003). This genetic defect occurs in one in 75,000 persons. 

 Some people have unfounded concerns that the technology causes eye damage. 

 Some people associate iris scanning with loss of personal privacy and freedom similar 

to that depicted in Orwell’s “1984”. 
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2.2.3 Retinal/Choroidal Patterns 

Retinal technologies are believed to be similarly accurate or possibly even more accurate than 

iris-based identification. However, there are no retina-based security systems commercially 

available on the market due to several reasons that will be uncovered in this section. 

2.2.3.1 Feature and Technology 

The technology uses the vein patterns, also called the choroidal vasculature, located behind 

the retina in the back of the eye, as a biometric identifier. In consequence, the often used term 

“retinal identification” is a little misleading but useful since the expression “retina” is widely 

known. Similarly to irises, these vascular patterns are believed to be created by a random 

biological process, resulting in a highly unique human characteristic that normally remains 

unchanged during a person’s life (HILL 1999). Figure 32 shows the location of the choroidal 

vasculature in the eye.  
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Figure 32: The location of choroidal blood vessels 

(Based on DREXEL UNIVERSITY 2003) 

Choroidal images are acquired by a CCD camera capturing the reflectance of infrared 

illumination that makes the retina transparent. Unlike the iris, retinal blood vessels are not 

externally visible, making it necessary for the user to cooperate. The eye must be positioned 

very carefully in a marginal distance to the image capture device. Depending on the hardware, 

it could even be required to have the eye socket rest on the lens. The scanning process itself 

can take up to five seconds. Moreover, any movement can render the acquired image as 

useless, so that an additional scan becomes necessary. Further user inconvenience is caused by 

the enrollment process, which requires usually five images to be taken. In summary, the image 

capture process is rather demanding as well as time consuming for the user (CHIRILLO AND 

BLAUL 2003).  
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The main strength of the technology lies in the uniqueness of the vascular patterns of the eye. 

In contrast to an average fingerprint containing around 50 minutiae, about 400 data points can 

be collected by the analysis of the vessel patterns (CHIRILLO AND BLAUL 2003). However, 

retinas can alter due to illnesses, such as diabetes or glaucoma. Further medical conditions 

such as a retina detachment can also affect the process of image acquisition as well as the 

matching score (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). User acceptance is greatly reduced by the fact that 

choroidal blood vessel scans reveal certain medical information. 

Figure 33 showes that the vascular patterns of the eye are, in fact, a phenotypic feature, as 

described in Section 1.2.2. The images show the outcome of two retinal scans performed on 

the left eyes of an identical twin pair. 

  
Left Eye of Twin 1 Left Eye of Twin 2  

Figure 33: Retinal blood vessel scans of monozygotic twins 

(Source: RETINAL TECHNOLOGIES 2003) 

2.2.3.2 Strengths and Weaknesses 

Definite strengths of retinal technologies are the following (CHIRILLO AND BLAUL 2003): 

 Choroidal vein patterns are very unique and permanent under normal health 

conditions. 

 It is believed that the technology is very accurate. However, only very few 

independent test results exist, resulting in widely varying EER claims somewhere 

between 1:100,000 and 1:109. While the exact might is unknown for, experts agree 

that system accuracy is very high. 

 Many data points can be gathered into small templates of  48 to 96 bytes. 

 Since the retina is an internal organ, systems based on its appearance are hard to spoof. 
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Despite its potential accuracy, retinal scanning did not manage to acquire market acceptance, 

even though the underlying technology has been around since the 1970s. Disadvantages of 

using the choroidal vasculature for identification include (BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 2002 and 

CHIRILLO AND BLAUL 2003 ): 

 The required equipment is expensive, when compared to other biometric methods. 

 Image acquisition is intrusive, demanding high levels of user cooperation and 

concentration. No serious market presence is expected until an acceptable image 

capture process and device are available. 

 Retinal scans can reveal information about the medical condition of the user. 

 Many people fear eye damage through the use of the technology. However, correctly 

designed scanners use a frequency range that is not considered harmful to the eye. 

2.2.4 Facial Features 

Face recognition is one of the most natural means of identifying humans. During our lifetime, 

we encounter thousands and thousands of people. Among the most critical components stored 

for later recognition are facial features. 

Although there are many biometric identifiers far more unique and permanent than the human 

face, recognition techniques based on that trait remain popular and highly controversial at the 

same time. The technology is both liked and disliked for the same reason: faces are universal 

and highly collectable in a non-invasive way (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

2.2.4.1 Feature and Technology 

All image-based biometrics rely on the correct detection and isolation of the subject within the 

captured image before the recognition process can take place. The detection of faces and the 

removal of background noise are also referred to as the segmentation process. The 

performance of face recognition technologies has become quite good for single-face pictures. 

However, the analysis of crowd environments is a considerably more difficult problem. Face 

detection performance is much lower in crowds due to variations in distance, camera angle, 

lighting and pose. 

In spite of the agile research activity in the past 15 years, there is still no agreement on what 

the most distinctive facial features are, how they should be weighted for comparison or how 

they could be stored to enable interoperability. Therefore, algorithms used in image 
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processing, feature selection, feature isolation and feature extraction are strictly proprietary 

and vendor specific (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003).  

In 1994, the US government launched its so-called FacE REcognition Test (FERET), which 

has been conducted yearly until 1996. FERET tests introduced evaluation techniques to the 

face recognition community. The performance of different face recognition algorithms has 

been measured by matching against the same image database. In 2000, face recognition 

technology has matured from the prototype stage to commercial face recognition systems, 

giving FERET a new name: Face Recognition Vendor Test (FVRT). The FVRT 2002 is the 

most thorough and comprehensive evaluation of automatic face recognition technology to date 

(PHILLIPS ET AL. 2003a). 

Despite the wide range of differences and variations between the available algorithms, the 

solutions that emerged from the FERET tests can be categorized into the following three 

classes (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003): 

 Neural network solutions represent a large category of pattern recognition algorithms 

inspired by the basic properties of neurons. First generation neural networks were 

developed in the 1950s and 1960s with Marvin Minsky as the main contributor. 

Generally, neural networks are based on simple processing units, also referred to as 

nodes, that are connected by weighted links and organized in layers. The number of 

input nodes corresponds to the number of features, while the output layer usually 

corresponds to the population of enrolled individuals. In a typical solution, the 

processed data passes through one or two intervening layers before reaching the output 

layer. This organization allows computers to learn how to perform classification tasks 

based directly on data patterns. 

 Eigenfaces represent another group of algorithms that compare faces based on a 

palette of facial abstraction images. The development of this technique is mostly 

associated with Matthew Turk and Alex Pentland, who created a process for the 

generation of facial abstraction images, or eigenfaces, from a collection of images, 

enabling the expression of faces as a weighted sum of these archetypal faces. The 

desired similarity between faces can, in effect, be expressed as the numerical distance 

based on these weights. It has been argued that this process differs from the way 

humans recognize and gauge similarity between faces, although the eigenface 

representation and matching process have demonstrated reasonable performance in 

minimally controlled environments. 
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 Local feature analysis refers to a class of algorithms that extract a set of geographic 

metrics and distances from facial images as the basis for representation and 

comparison. As already mentioned, the used features are proprietary by the companies; 

however, local feature analysis in general must locate and extract facial features, such 

as the mouth, nose and eyebrows, and then represent their positions, shape and size. 

The advantage of this technique is the representation of faces as less abstract, vector-

based features. Additionally, local feature analysis has demonstrated that it is one of 

the better performing techniques. 

Template sizes are less than 100 bytes in general, even though they vary within the three 

described categories and between different vendor implementations. Similarly, there is no 

single error rate for face recognition. However, during the FRVT 2002 evaluations, the 

following general findings were made in single-face scenarios (PHILLIPS ET AL. 2003b): 

 For the best recognition systems, the recognition rate for images taken outdoors was 

merely 50% at a false acceptance rate of 1%, rendering outdoor imagery a research 

challenge area. 

 The recognition rate for images taken indoors under controlled lighting conditions 

reaches 90% at 1% FAR for state-of-the-art systems, making indoor imagery the only 

more or less acceptable application area. The top three performers on the face 

recognition market are currently Cognitec Systems GmbH, Identix and Eyematic 

Interfaces, Inc. 

 It has been found that sex and age significantly influence the performance of face 

recognition. First, identification rates for males are in general 6 to 9% higher than for 

females. Second, recognition rates tend to be higher for the elderly than for young 

people: for every ten years increase of age, the recognition rate increases 

approximately 5%. 

 A very important metrics for real-world applications is the rate of decrease in 

performance as time increases between the acquisition of the enrolled image stored in 

the database and the one just collected for comparison. The 2002 FRVT found a 

performance decrease of 5 percentage points per year. 

 Furthermore, performance decreases with increasing database size. Identification 

performance decreases linearly with respect to the logarithm of the database size. The 
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top recognition rate was 85% on a database of 800 people, 83% on a database of 1,600 

and 73% on a database of 37,437. 

 Finally, it has been found that performance dramatically decreases as the watch list 

size increases. While top ranking systems reached about 77% recognition rate at 1% 

FAR for a watch list of 25, the extension of the watch list to 300 people decreased the 

recognition rate to 69%.  

Even though face recognition can theoretically be used in both identification and 

authentication scenarios, it makes no sense to deploy such a system for identification, due to 

the overall weak performance of the technology compared to other biometric methods. 

Illustrations in Figure 5 and 9 have already shown that face recognition is among the poorest 

performers on the biometric market. Even so, the technology remains popular based on the 

theoretical possibility to screen large masses of individuals for wanted criminals without their 

knowledge. Therefore, face recognition systems are being installed primarily at airports, 

casinos and busy public places such as the Time Square in New York. Similarly, face 

recognition can be used to search hundreds of hours of video recordings to find all 

occurrences of a known individual.   

One of the main criticisms against the technology is the fact that facial images can be taken 

practically anywhere, anytime and without user consent, so that individuals could be tracked 

wherever they go. 

2.2.4.2 Strengths and Weaknesses 

According to CHIRILLO AND BLAUL (2003), the main advantages of face recognition include: 

 Facial pictures can be taken without user interaction, since no physical contact is 

required for the image acquisition process. 

 The costs of the deployment of the technology are rather low, when compared to other 

biometric methods, since input can often be delivered by standard cameras. 

 Faces have 100% universality. 

In contrast, the main weaknesses of the technology are (CHIRILLO AND BLAUL 2003 and 

BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 2002): 

 Twins can easily be identified as each other, since human faces reveal both genotypic 

and phenotypic factors. 
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 Even state-of-the-art technology is practically useless in outdoor scenarios. Note that 

face recognition systems are currently deployed at some public outdoor places, despite 

the extremely poor recognition rate of about 50%. 

 Many external factors, such as lighting, image acquisition distance, hair style, age, sex, 

facial hair growth and glasses, greatly affect the accuracy of such systems. Even facial 

expressions can cause false rejections. 

 Furthermore, some algorithms are easily fooled by impostors holding a full-size, color 

picture of persons they are trying to impersonate in front of their own faces, cutting a 

hole for their noses to add artificial depth to the picture. 

 Finally, faces change greatly during the lifetime of an individual, making frequent 

updates of enrolled images necessary. 

2.3 Behavioral Biometrics 

Voice verification, signature and keystroke dynamics, the three best developed biometric 

methods based on behavioral characteristics, will be described in this section. 

2.3.1 Voice Patterns 

Alongside face recognition, voice verification is a natural method for identification. On a 

daily basis, we recognize friends and relatives on the telephone just by their voices. 

Automated voice verification, also referred to as speaker recognition, is one of several speech 

technologies. While voice recognition, another speech technology, has the goal of 

understanding what is being said, voice verification focuses on establishing the identity of the 

speaker (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). The two technologies could theoretically be used in 

conjunction in applications such as automated telephone banking, where identification and 

speech recognition are equally important (see also Section 3.4.2).  

An advantage in using voice as a biometric identifier lies in the collectability of this biometric 

trait: an ordinary microphone is sufficient as a capture device. However, the human voice is 

not near as unique or permanent as some physiological characteristics presented in Section 

2.2, thus compromising the accuracy of this method.  
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2.3.1.1 Feature and Technology 

Differences in people’s voices are partially due to physiological attributes, but mostly due to 

behavioral characteristics. Vocal cords vibrate at about 80 Hz for men and 400 Hz for women. 

These vibrations are modified by the physical shape of the vocal tract in combination with the 

movements of the tongue, pharynx, larynx, mouth and jaw. These factors make a person’s 

voice unique and, therefore, suitable for identification (BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 2002). 

The unique characteristics of a spoken word are demonstrated in Figure 34, representing the 

German word “Holzstumpf” as a series of 30-dimensional parameter vectors (VOCAL 2003). 
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(Source: VOCAL 2003) 
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In most applications, users are first prompted to enter their user ID by keyboard entry or a 

swipe of a smart card, and then asked to repeat a predetermined word or phrase. To prevent 

replay attacks, some applications randomly create a pass phrase for each verification session 

from a small pool of enrolled words and digits. The user’s voice is captured, processed and 

compared against the enrolled voice templates, which are about 70-80 bytes in size for each 

second of recording. During the matching process, quality, duration, pitch and loudness of the 

captured sound signal are considered. Even though the phonetic content and the meaning of 

the pass phrase are not directly relevant for the verification process, phonetic segments such 

as vowels can be used as additional features in the comparison process. 

Speaker recognition provides a convenient interface for identification and authentication 

scenarios in low-security environments. However, due to its rather poor EER of 2%, the 

current state of the technology does not allow the deployment in applications where security is 

paramount. Additionally, voice verification is highly susceptible to certain external 

conditions, such as changes in health, age or emotional state of the users, thus making 

frequent system training necessary. While speaker recognition by itself might not provide an 

absolutely conclusive determination of identity, it can be used in conjunction with other 

authentication methods such as passwords (see also Section 1.3.3). However, it is advised to 

use a different, more reliable biometric method in noisy or not telephone-based applications. 

2.3.1.2 Strengths and Weaknesses 

Due to its core strengths, voice verification still bears about 4.1% of the biometric market 

(BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 2002): 

 Speech-based biometric systems are usually well accepted by users, since they are 

non-invasive and easy to use. 

 The implementation of such a system involves lower costs than most other biometric 

methods, since it does not require any special hardware: it can be used with the 

existing phone system and other standard microphones. 

Despite the active research and development in the field of speech processing pursued for 

over 30 years, speaker recognition technologies cannot be considered for all purposes, due to 

the following reasons (CAMPBELL 1999 and BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 2002): 

 By nature, voice patterns are not highly repeatable. Sicknesses, extreme emotional 

states and aging are some of the sources of verification errors. 
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 Background noises must be kept to a minimum for a successful recognition process. 

 Because of the rather poor performance (2% EER), implementations are only 

recommended in low-security environments. 

 Voice verification systems can easily be deceived: a recording of high quality might be 

sufficient in some cases to masquerade an impostor as an authorized user. 

2.3.2 Signature Dynamics 

Original ink signatures have a long tradition in carrying legal authority for binding an entity to 

an agreement, such as a contract. Personal signatures are used worldwide on a daily basis to 

validate documents and to authorize credit card transactions or payments made by check 

(WOODWARD ET AL. 2003).  

However, signatures in this traditional sense cannot be used in electronic applications such as 

e-commerce transactions. Furthermore, they can easily be forged if one thinks only of the 

static product, namely the shape and appearance of the signature. For authentication, modern 

technology has the potential of combining the analysis of the static product with the dynamics 

of the generation process, clearing the path for electronic contracts and tightening security for 

traditional applications such as point-of-sale (POS) transactions. 

2.3.2.1 Feature and Technology 

Signature verification considers a variety of factors. The signature itself provides information 

about the geometry, shape and curvature of single letters and complete words, while the 

dynamics of the generation process reveal additional information on stroke direction, speed, 

pen-up and pen-down movements, and pressure. These features can be electronically captured 

by using a digitizing tablet and stylus (see Figure 35). Interlink’s ePad digitizer has a capture 

resolution of 300 pixels per inch, reporting 100 times per second (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

 

Figure 35: ePad signature digitizer from Interlink 

(Source: AXA 2002) 
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Such devices have several built-in sensors to measure the dynamic features of a signature. A 

sample of signals captured by another system called HESY is demonstrated in Figure 36. 
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Figure 36: Dynamic features of a signature captured by HESY 

(Based on: MAUS 2001) 
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documents. Therefore, digitized signatures cannot only assure the authenticity of the user but 

also the integrity of the signed document.  

However, there is not much data available on the uniqueness or the permanence of signature 

dynamics. While one vendor compares the uniqueness of this behavioral characteristic with 

the individuality of DNA, it is a fact that signatures collected from the same person show 

considerable variation, including fatigue and psychological context as affecting factors 

(WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

2.3.2.2 Strengths and Weaknesses 

Signature verification technologies show potential for future use in online payment 

authorization and electronic contracts, based on the following strengths: 

 Signatures as a means of authentication are widely accepted and used around the 

world. 

 Unlike its static features, the dynamics of a signature contain data that is much harder, 

perhaps even impossible, to imitate. 

However, biometric products based on signature dynamics hold only about 2% of the market, 

mostly because: 

 There is no reliable data available on the uniqueness or permanence of signatures.  

 Furthermore, there is basically no data available on the accuracy of existing 

algorithms, either. 

2.3.3 Keystroke Dynamics 

When individuals type a phrase, they apply learned skills, resulting in different typing 

patterns. Even if two people type the same phrase at the same speed, differences will occur in 

the length of time of keystrokes, the length of brakes between them and the applied pressure, 

creating the basics of this behavioral biometric (CHIRILLO AND BLAUL 2003). 

2.3.3.1 Feature and Technology 

Unlike most other biometric methods, keystroke-based technologies do not require any special 

hardware. Since the dynamics of typing patterns are captured entirely by software, the 

technology can be applied to any system that accepts keyboard entry. While a regular 
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keyboard is a sufficient capture device, accuracy can be raised by using pressure-sensitive 

keyboards (CHIRILLO AND BLAUL 2003). 

 Differences in typing patterns are measurable based on the following features (CHIRILLO AND 

BLAUL 2003): 

 Typing speed 

 Accuracy 

 Length of time a key is pressed 

 Elapsing time between keystrokes 

 Pressure with which the key was pressed (when using pressure-sensitive 

keyboards). 

In parallel to all other behavioral biometrics, the crucial question is how unique and 

permanent such characteristics are. Different research findings indicate widely varying data 

on the accuracy of the technology: EERs have been reported in a range of 2% and up; 

CHIRLLO AND BLAUL (2003) even mention equal error rates higher than 16%. As a 

comparison, remember the accuracy of iris recognition, producing an EER of 1 in 1.2 million 

trials. As mentioned, patterns in human behavior can be affected and altered by many factors, 

such as the current level of fatigue, stress, distraction, and so on.  Similarly, environmental 

factors include the user’s posture and the entry device: changes in palm rest arrangements as 

well as the general form and layout of the keyboard are likely to affect typing patterns. 

Keystroke dynamics can be used for single authentication sessions as well as continuous 

monitoring, although the latter is not commonly used in commercially available applications. 

The process of continuous monitoring for the purpose of establishing identity differs from 

keyboard logging, where every keystroke is recorded for auditing or eavesdropping purposes. 

Continuous monitoring was proposed as a method to prevent unauthorized use of unattended 

terminals, since the change in typing patterns could be detected and used to trigger a request 

for re-authentication.  

The most common application for keystroke dynamics is in conjunction with knowledge-

based authentication, thus tightening security in password-protected applications. In 

consequence, such applications not only monitor the accuracy of the character sequence but 

also the dynamics of password entry. Keystroke dynamics might even be integrated in future 

operating systems for enhanced login security (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003).  
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Note, however, that such solutions still rely on strong password policies, especially because 

users of a security system based on keystroke dynamics might tend to think that no one will be 

able to access their systems, even if the attacker knows the correct password. The accuracy 

rates presented above show that this belief is far from the truth: an attacker will face 

additional difficulty by trying to crack such a system, but false acceptances are not 

impossible. Theoretically, a legitimate login procedure could also be recorded, and then 

replayed at a later time to gain unauthorized access. 

The use of keystroke patterns has also been discussed for automatic teller machines. However, 

a recent study indicates that the error rates for personal identification numbers in commonly 

used digit lengths are outrageously high. For 6-digit PINs, a false acceptance rate of 9.9% has 

been measured with a corresponding false rejection rate of 30%, thus rendering keystroke 

dynamics absolutely unsuitable for ATM applications (ORD AND FURNELL 1999). 

2.3.3.2 Strengths and Weaknesses 

The core strengths of the technology include: 

 No special hardware equipment is required, resulting in very low deployment costs. 

 The analysis of keystroke dynamics can be easily layered on top of existing password-

based applications. 

Keystroke-analyzing methods are, however, not regarded as mature, due to the following 

reasons: 

 Keystroke dynamics cannot be considered to be sufficiently unique to establish the 

identity of the user. Therefore, the deployment of the technology still relies on strong 

passwords instead of replacing them. 

 Typing skills are not invariant with time, resulting in changes in keystroke patterns. 

 Replay attacks are a possibility to circumvent the technology. 

 Keystroke dynamics depend on many external factors, such as keyboard type and 

sitting posture. 
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2.4 Esoteric Biometrics 

Each human is unique in many ways - the previous Sections 2.2 and 2.3 have only discussed 

methods that are well developed to be commercially viable. This section explores some 

biometric characteristics that are still in early stages of research and development, also 

referred to as esoteric biometrics. As already presented in Table 2, some of these technologies 

seem very promising for future applications, especially in multimodal identification settings. 

The vein patterns located on the back of the hand are sufficiently unique to be used as a 

biometric identifier. Similarly to the structure of irises, these patterns are formed prior to birth 

and are different even in monozygotic twins. An accurate image of the vascular structures can 

be taken by IR cameras and compressed into binary templates of about 300 bytes (see also 

Figure 37). Further advantages of the technology include its fairly high universality and 

permanence. Moreover, since the blood vessels are an internal organ, they are hard to 

disguise. However, external conditions affecting blood flow, such as drugs and exercise, can 

alter the appearance of the blood vessels, even though the impact of such effects on 

recognition performance has not been properly evaluated yet. There are already products 

available on the market that use solely vein pattern technology for recognition, even though 

the combination of existing hand geometry scanners with this technique sounds even more 

promising (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

 

Figure 37: Vascular patterns located on the back of the hand 

(Source:  GEHRIG 2003) 

Remarkable achievements have also been made in the field of thermal face recognition. Facial 

thermography corresponds to the heat patterns produced by the distinctive blood flow under 

the skin of the face that can be captured using IR cameras. Figure 38 depicts a group of 

individuals showing differences in facial heat patterns. Due to the dynamic nature of blood 

flow, facial thermography can determine whether the person to be identified is dead or alive, 

which can be an important factor in certain high-security applications. User acceptance, 
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however, is compromised by the fact that facial thermography also reveals further medical 

information about its users, such as respiration and heart rates, signs of internal bleeding etc. 

Although this feature is publicly regarded as a disadvantage, it can also be of advantage in 

situations where the physical condition of the user is essential, including air traffic control 

towers and emergency rooms. Another major advantage of thermal face recognition is the fact 

that the technology is independent from visible illumination. Therefore, this method can be 

used in darkness or in light. In conclusion, adding this technology to existing facial 

recognition systems could provide enhanced performance as well as the possibility of the 

previously mentioned liveness testing (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

 

Figure 38: Differences in facial heat patterns 

(Source: THERMAL SOLUTIONS 2003) 

Deoxyribonucleic acid, the genetic information carried in cells, is a unique, permanent and 

measurable characteristic. However, in a strict sense of the word, the DNA is not a biometric, 

since the current identification process based on that feature is not fully automatic 

(BIOMETRICS LIBRARY 2004). Many have called the DNA the ultimate identifier, even though 

it is essential to note that since it is a genotypic feature, it cannot be used to differentiate 

between identical twins. The method is also rather invasive, since it requires the collection 

and comparison of actual samples. User acceptance is further lowered by the fact that the 

DNA contains a wealth of medical information. Furthermore, identification based on DNA is 

a rather time-consuming and expensive process. Nonetheless, DNA identification technology, 

also referred to as DNA fingerprinting, is subject to avid development, due to its wide use in 

forensic applications. A rollout to civil markets is, however, not expected because of the 

reasons already mentioned (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

Many other human characteristics, such as gait patterns, body odor, sweat pores, ear shape, 

brain wave patterns, are being researched to become a valid biometric one day. Iris 

recognition, the fastest and most accurate biometric technology available today, is one of the 

latest achievements on the field of biometric security, which indicates how essential it is to 

follow these developments. 
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2.5 Privacy Issues 

One of the major concerns blocking the widespread use of biometric identification is related 

to its effects on user privacy. US courts recognize three different types of privacy: physical, 

decisional and information privacy. At the core of the debate around biometrics lies 

information privacy, namely the ability of individuals to determine and control when, why, 

how and to whom information about themselves would be disclosed (WOODWARD ET AL. 

2003). 

The opponents of biometrics base their privacy concerns mainly on the following problem 

areas (CALLAHAN 2001, AGRE 2003, WOODWARD ET AL. 2003 and WOODWARD 2000): 

 The use of biometrics for identification involves a certain loss of autonomy and 

anonymity, since users of such systems are exposing information about themselves in 

the form of a biometric identifier. In case of highly unique and permanent 

characteristics, such as fingerprints, irises and retinas, the user discloses information 

that can be used to establish identity over large-scale databases with a very high 

confidence level, possibly even without his or her knowledge. In conjunction with less 

distinctive traits, such as voice patterns or hand geometry, individuals still give up 

accurate information about their identities. Some technologies (e.g. face recognition) 

even allow the tracking of users. 

 Once a biometric identifier is captured, the generated template can easily be copied 

and shared among different databases, enabling the build-up of extensive user profiles, 

which could contain police and tax records, travel activities, and more. Regulations 

must be put in place ensuring that the collected information is only used for initially 

intended purposes the user is aware of. 

 Many biometric traits carry the potential of revealing information about the medical 

condition of the user. It is essential to ensure that biometric templates do not contain 

any other data than what is necessarily needed for identification purposes. 

Furthermore, raw input images should be discarded immediately after template 

generation. 

 User acceptance is often reduced by the unfounded belief that the use of certain 

biometric systems involves health implications. This problem area is also referred to as 

the physical invasive aspect of the disclosed information. 
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Others, however, regard biometric technologies as “privacy’s friend” (WOODWARD ET AL. 

2003), based on following arguments: 

 Biometrics enable privacy protection, since these new technologies can be deployed to 

provide identity assurance and to prevent identity theft.  

Let us just recall the two-level authentication procedure commonly deployed in 

automatic teller machines, as described in Section 1.3.1. While cards can be lost or 

stolen and PINs can be spied on or forgotten, using a strong biometric identifier would 

not only allow clients to access their accounts without the possession of ATM cards 

and the knowledge of passwords, but it also could virtually eliminate financial fraud 

associated with such cards. Clearly, the reduction of consumer fraud results in higher 

protection of the consumer’s financial integrity. As already mentioned, ATM card-

related fraud reaches about 3 billion American dollars annually in the US only. 

 Biometric technologies can also be used to limit access to sensitive information. Both 

physical access and computer database access can be controlled on a security level that 

cannot be reached by knowledge-based or token-based authentication methods.  

With the widespread use of biometrics, tax files, medical and police records, just to 

name a few examples, could be protected from unauthorized access. 

 Furthermore, the use of biometrics can not only protect privacy, but it also has the 

potential to enhance it. Most technologies available today do not store raw images that 

have been acquired for enrollment, identification or authentication; they are only used 

to generate digital templates that do not allow the reproduction of the actual physical 

characteristic. 

However, most common registration procedures in place today require the deposition 

of copies of important documents, such as driver licenses or passports; traditional 

contracts always contain the full static characteristics of signatures of all involved 

parties. With all this information being filed, the forgery of documents is not a 

challenge. In contrast, encoded biometric patterns can be filed and used for later 

identification or authentication procedures without storing any sensitive data. 

 Also, it is important to understand that the possibility of linking databases in order to 

create extensive profiles of individuals has nothing to do with biometrics in general. 

Databases containing sensitive information do already exist and they also could easily 

be joined using common identifiers as keys, such as taxpayer identification numbers, 
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ID, passport, driver license and other registration sequence numbers. Therefore, 

controlling the use of biometrics does not provide any protection against this threat. 

The only solution to this problem is through corresponding legislation that regulates 

the use of contemporary information systems. 

The underlying problem to the above described highly controversial privacy debate pro and 

contra biometrics was most accurately described by Michael Thieme from the International 

Biometric Group (THIEME 2003): “Few in the biometric industry have an understanding of, or 

concern for, privacy principles. […] Few privacy experts have a sufficient understanding of 

biometrics to fully understand actual vs. nonexistent risks.”  

Clearly, efforts should be focused on achieving a balance between security and privacy by 

ensuring that the use of biometric identifiers complies with general privacy principles rather 

than on fighting against biometric deployment (NUGER 2004). 
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3. MARKETS AND APPLICATIONS 

Many different industries can profit from the following three core advantages of biometric 

technologies, when compared to traditional identification and authentication  methods:  

 Enhanced security,  

 Greater user convenience, 

 Reduced operating costs. 

Chapter 3 describes major application areas for biometric solutions, considering the fact that 

each technology has its own strengths and limitations. Table 5 represents the structure and 

contents of this chapter. 

Section Content 
3.1 Physical Access Control 
3.2 Time and Attendance 
3.3 Logical Access Control 
3.4 Financial Services 
3.4.1  ATM Transactions 
3.4.2  Phone Banking 
3.4.3  Point-of-Sale Transactions 
3.4.4  Bank Teller Services 
3.5 Public Safety 
3.5.1  Forensics 
3.5.2  Border Control 
3.5.3  Public Surveillance 
3.5.4  National Identity 
3.6 Automotive Applications 
3.6.1  Personal Profiling 
3.6.2  Immobilization and Engine Start 
3.6.3  Vehicle Entry 

Table 5: The structure and contents of Chapter 3 

3.1 Physical Access Control 

Despite the fact that biometric techniques as a means of identifying individuals were first 

officially applied in forensics, early automated methods of human recognition were initially 

deployed as an application for physical access control (see also Section 1.1). 

Monitoring, controlling and securing physical access to certain areas is a major concern for 

many organizations. Traditional methods rely on security guards, cards, keys or passwords 
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that can be easily compromised, lost, stolen or forgotten. In consequence, biometric 

technologies are commonly used to secure physical access across several vertical markets and 

industries. The biometric characteristics used most frequently in such applications are hand 

geometry, iris patterns and fingerprints, although there are approaches based on facial 

recognition and voice patterns as well. 

The following overview of actual deployments for physical access control contains only a few 

examples of possible application areas. The list is by no means all-inclusive. 

 Among the longest running biometric programs in the United States of America is the 

hand recognition system at the University of Georgia, which was initially installed in 

1972. At that time, the system was deployed to restrict access to the university’s 

dining facilities, counting some 5,400 users at that time. Today, all 31,000 students are 

required to use the system that now secures access on a daily basis not only to dining 

facilities, but also to residence halls, sport facilities and other places (WOODWARD ET 

AL. 2003). 

 Many nuclear power stations and research facilities are secured by biometric 

technologies. For instance, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, a nuclear 

weapons design establishment operated by the University of California for the US 

Department of Energy, use hand geometry-based devices for identity assurance for all 

of its employees (LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORIES 1998, 2002). 

 The internal areas of financial institutions, such as wire rooms and vaults, are a very 

important field of application for physical access control. The Waianae branch of the 

Bank of Hawaii, for instance, uses hand geometry to provide automated customer 

access to its safe-deposit boxes (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). Because the measurements 

of the hand are not sufficiently unique to be used in an identification scenario, bank 

customers must claim their identity by entering some kind of user data, such as a PIN 

or password, before the 1:1 matching process can take place. Other institutions that 

have chosen iris recognition to secure their internal areas additionally benefit from the 

extremely high degree of statistical randomness naturally found in irises, which makes 

1:n identification procedures possible (see also 2.2.3). 

 An innovative use of biometrics was discovered in 2002, when an iris recognition 

system was deployed at the City Hospital of Bad Reichenhall, Germany to prevent 

baby abductions. The infant station can now only be entered by authorized individuals, 
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including doctors, nurses and mothers. Once a child is released from the station, the 

mother’s IrisCode is deleted from the database to prevent future access (IRIDIAN 

TECHNOLOGIES 2003b). 

There are several other scenarios in healthcare, in which physical access control based 

on biometric characteristics should be exercised to ensure maximum security. 

Examples include drug storage facilities, operating rooms and intensive care units. 

Experts predict significant growth in this vertical market within the next few years. 

 Another example of physical access control was already given in Section 2.2.2.1. The 

two-finger identification system at Disney World in Florida was not installed for 

security purposes but to reduce the fraud rate associated with season passes that caused 

considerable losses to Disney. Today, every season pass is directly linked to an 

individual, so that they cannot be shared among friends and relatives (WOODWARD ET 

AL. 2003). 

 Considerable savings potentials lie also in the hotel industry. Door keys and cards are 

often not returned when a guest checks out, resulting in a security breach and high 

costs of replacement. Biometric identifiers such as irises and fingerprints can ensure 

maximum user convenience, since traditional tokens are no longer needed for hotel 

room entry. Additionally, hoteliers can make sure that only authorized guests or 

personnel enter their facilities at reduced operating costs.  

The Hotel Palafitte in Switzerland, for instance, uses fingerprint identification (HOTEL 

TECHNOLOGY 2002). After a short registration process, guests access their rooms by 

the touch of a finger for the duration of their stay. During checkout, the fingerprint 

template is either deleted or placed in an archive, depending on the implementation. 

Archiving has the advantage that returning guests do not have to re-enroll during their 

next visit, while deletion is often perceived more privacy-friendly from the user side. 

3.2 Time and Attendance 

Another concern for many organizations is that it is not an easy task to monitor the attendance 

of their employees. Basically every biometric access control system installed at entry points of 

a building can be turned into an attendance tracking device. The main purpose of deployment 

for time and attendance is, however, not to ensure security but to enhance payroll accuracy 
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and simplicity by clocking employee attendance each day. In consequence, the decision 

threshold in such applications is usually set much lower than in access control.  

The potential savings achievable by a biometric time and attendance system are tremendous. 

The Columbia Presbyterian Hospital of New York, for instance, saved more than one million 

US dollars in the first year of operation of its hand geometry scanner by preventing buddy-

punching (for more information, see also 2.2.2.1). Furthermore, the system has also 

contributed to a better access control, resulting in higher building security (WOODWARD ET AL. 

2003). 

3.3 Logical Access Control 

In our modern societies, information has become the most precious good available. The urgent 

need to protect computers and networks from unauthorized access in order to guard sensitive 

information has already been expressed so many times that it is often regarded as a cliché. 

However, not many realize that advances in technology have driven the performance of such 

systems so high and their prices so low that the adoption and growth rate of the Internet, the 

largest public data network available today, exceeds that of every other prevailing technology. 

Figure 39 shows that it took 38 years until 50 million people had a radio. In case of personal 

computers it took 16 years, and in case of television sets only 13 years were needed to reach a 

user community of 50 million. In comparison, it took only 4 years of Internet usage to reach 

these heights. 
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Figure 39: Adoption rate of prevailing technologies 

(Based on WHITTED AND LOUGHRAN 1999) 
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Additionally, extensive databases that contain tremendous amounts of sensitive information 

are in place. Electronic markets emerge and communication shifts more and more from 

traditional methods to electronic mailing. Still, most computers and networks rely on 

unattended, password-controlled authentication. 

Biometric solutions could secure many different logical access scenarios, including the 

following examples: 

 The entire school system in Stockholm, Sweden uses fingerprint authentication to log 

in 80,000 students into its computer network of 19,000 workstations located in the 

city’s 174 public schools. The initial problem was that students, especially in lower 

grades, frequently forgot their passwords, resulting in an enormous productivity loss, 

since teachers had to spend 20 to 40 minutes of each computer class to reset 

passwords. To improve efficiency, some students and teachers started to write down 

their passwords, resulting in a security threat. Additionally, students started to share 

passwords, which made proper tracking of individual activities impossible 

(WOODWARD ET AL. 2003).  

As the final solution, fingerprints were selected as the biometric identifier because the 

technology is reliable, easy to use and relatively inexpensive. During a pilot study, 

four different products were considered. Today, the school system uses the Precise 

A100 fingerprint reader manufactured by Precise Biometrics, Sweden. In addition to 

the regained productivity in teaching, annual savings in password administration are 

estimated to be around 100 to 300 Euros per user (PRECISE BIOMETRICS 2003). 

 Many financial institutions require a series of passwords and PINs to grant employees 

access to different internal databases. The California Commerce Bank, however, 

already uses biometric authentication procedures to prevent unauthorized access to 

customer files. In addition to improved privacy protection, 200 US dollars are saved 

per user each year due to the lack of password-related issues (WOODWARD ET AL. 

2003). 

 Men’s Warehouse, a fashion retailer, uses biometric authentication at its cash registers 

in all 600 stores that belong to the chain. Fingerprint readers embedded in keyboards 

were added to the terminals in 1999 to secure logical access, to monitor attendance and 

to enhance efficiency through time savings in return and exchange processes that 

normally require the password of the manager (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 
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Beyond regular computer and network login procedures, most biometric products designed for 

desktop usage are capable of replacing virtually any password. After a few simple registration 

steps, every application requiring password-based authentication, such as email programs, 

website logins and encryption tools, can be accessed by the presentation of the corresponding 

biometric identifier. 

Most commonly used biometric characteristics include fingerprints and iris patterns. 

Naturally, the use of keystroke dynamics is another candidate, although the accuracy of the 

technology will never rival the one of the mentioned physical identifiers. There are also other 

approaches to secure logical access, such as face recognition, voice verification and signature 

dynamics that start to gain more relevance. 

3.4 Financial Services 

The financial sector is a fast growing vertical market with most urgent needs for strong 

authentication and identification in many different areas. Two possible applications were 

already discussed, namely the monitoring of physical access to protected internal areas of 

financial institutions and the control of logical access to sensitive information. The following 

Sections 3.4.1 - 3.4.4 describe a selection of further opportunities. 

3.4.1 ATM Transactions 

Tremendous savings potentials lie in the prevention of fraud related to ATM cards. JAIN ET 

AL. (1999) report that the weaknesses of the commonly used two-level authentication method, 

which requires a personalized token and PIN combination for identity verification, cost 

American financial institutions about 3 billion US dollars annually (see also Section 1.3.1). 

Iris recognition is the most ideal biometric method for securing transactions occurring at 

automated teller machines, because its unsurpassed speed and accuracy not only eliminate the 

possibility of fraud, but also the need for any kind of explicit claim of identity. See Sections 

1.3.1, 1.3.2 and 2.2.3 for further details. 

In 1998, Nationwide Building Society in England was the first financial institution worldwide 

to offer iris-based authentication to its customers wanting to withdraw money at automated 

teller machines. The trial was very successful among Nationwide’s customers: 94% stated that 

they felt comfortable using the system; 91% reported that they preferred iris recognition to 

PINs and signatures (ESSICK 1998, GUGLIOTTA 1999). 
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Just a year later, Bank United of Texas (part of Washington Mutual today due to a merger in 

2001) became the first American bank to use iris-based ATMs. The cash dispensing system 

built by Diebold was worldwide the first to rely solely on single-factor iris recognition. 

Customers were very impressed by not having to present a card, remember any passwords or 

make any other identity claims: 98% of all users were very positive about the overall 

experience. The vast majority found the system to be more secure, more convenient, faster 

and more reliable than regular ATMs (IRIDIAN TECHNOLOGIES 2003c, JAYPEETEX 2004). 

Clearly, ATMs based on iris recognition define new security and customer service standards 

to consumer banking. However, despite extremely high customer satisfaction rates, there was 

no large-scale rollout because of rather high hardware costs and no perceived need. 

Independently from the perception of single institutions, the actual need for strong 

authentication in the ATM landscape is indisputable, given an annual savings potential in the 

region of billions of US dollar in the United States only. Additionally, hardware costs have 

significantly dropped in the past few years, so that the adoption of iris recognition ATMs is to 

be expected in near future. 

3.4.2 Phone Banking 

Many financial institutions offer the convenience of account access over the phone. 

Traditionally, the identity of the caller could only be verified by knowledge-based 

authentication, resulting in a rather high risk of fraud. Today, voice verification can be added 

to phone banking applications to enhance security (INTERNATIONAL BIOMETRIC INDUSTRY 

ASSOCIATION 2000). Note, however, that voice patterns are neither sufficiently unique nor 

permanent to replace passwords. At the current state of the technology, voice verification can 

only be used in conjunction with knowledge-based authentication methods, thus as a security 

enhancement. 

Charles Schwab & Co., a renowned discount brokerage house that manages over 500 billion 

US dollars in funds, uses voice recognition to authenticate its customers accessing account 

information over the phone. The implemented system compares the pass-phrase stated by the 

customer with the corresponding digitally stored voice template of the same phrase. Once 

authenticated, users can obtain real-time stock quotes for any company traded on US stock 

exchanges. The biggest challenge was to consider all possible pronunciations and names of 

corporations listed. For instance, the system had to be laid out to associate terms such as 

“IBM”, “IBM Incorporated” and “International Business Machines” with the same company.  
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Today, the system recognizes the names of more than 13,000 securities said in more than two 

million different ways (RESNICK 1996).  

Schwab voice services, powered by the voice recognition technology of Nuance 

Communications, receive an average of 100,000 phone calls each day. Additionally, the 

program has further growth potential as Schwab has about 6.3 million customer accounts 

(WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

Note that the presented system is a combination of voice verification and speech recognition 

technologies, as presented in Section 2.3.1. The main weakness of such systems is doubtlessly 

the fact that they only understand dialects they were trained for. While Nuance claims to 

support large vocabularies spoken by anyone with an American English accent (RESNICK 

1996), the performance of the system remains unknown in case of foreign users. An 

experiment conducted by researchers of the University of Colorado shows that a similar 

system trained to recognize American accents produced an error rate of 68.5% when 

confronted with strongly Hispanic-accented English (IKENO ET AL. 2003). 

3.4.3 Point-of-Sale Transactions 

Another major application area of biometric technologies in the vertical market of financial 

services is securing transactions occurring at the point-of-sale. One possible POS solution is 

offered by Pay By Touch, a Californian consumer payment service provider. The concept 

enables the processing of electronic financial transactions, such as credit and debit card 

payments, without any tokens. Figure 40 depicts the POS terminal of the system. 

 

Figure 40: POS terminal of Pay By Touch 

(PAY BY TOUCH 2003b) 

After an initial enrollment process, during which the consumer’s fingerprint is associated with 

his or her payment and loyalty cards, users can pay electronically for their purchases at any 
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participating store with the touch of a finger. While consumers benefit from the convenience 

of tokenless shopping, merchants save processing time and costs associated with transactions 

and payment card fraud. Enrollment is, however, voluntary: customers who do not wish to 

participate at the Pay By Touch program can continue using traditional payment methods 

(PAY BY TOUCH 2003a). 

An alternative solution to Pay By Touch was already presented in Section 2.2.1.3. Although 

the fingerprint smart card would not completely eliminate the need for tokens, a payment 

system based on the possession of such a card could offer other benefits, when compared to 

Pay By Touch: 

 The card already contains an embedded fingerprint sensor, thus eliminating the need 

for the installation of biometric readers at every POS terminal. Merchants could 

continue using their traditional card processing systems while benefiting from 

enhanced security through biometric authentication. 

 Customer data including fingerprint templates as well as payment and loyalty card 

information could theoretically be stored on the card itself, thus eliminating the need 

for a central database. In addition to a higher level of information privacy, fingerprint 

smart cards could be universally used not only at every participating store, but at every 

point-of-sale. 

Although the author of this thesis is not aware of such a concept currently in existence, the 

widespread use of fingerprint smart cards as payment cards, possibly even incorporating other 

functions (see Section 2.2.1.3), is likely to take place in near future. 

3.4.4 Bank Teller Services 

If someone opens a new bank account at Bank Hapoalim, Israel’s dominant financial 

institution with offices in both Europe and America, the lower section of the papers to be 

signed rests on an electronic pad that records the dynamics of the signature. The captured 

signal is then encoded into a template and stored in a central database accessible from every 

branch. Customers wanting to carry out a transaction at a branch have to submit a signature 

sample to be compared against the stored template. The advantage of this authentication 

technique is that the dynamic features of writing are considerably harder to imitate than its 

static appearance. Bank Hapoalim uses the product PenFlow produced by an Israeli company, 

WonderNet, Ltd. (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 
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3.5 Public Safety 

The public sector has been a major supporter and user of biometric technologies for years. 

Furthermore, the need for a reliable means of human identification in forensics and homeland 

security is expected to remain an important driver of the biometric market. The following 

selection provides a non-exhaustive overview of application scenarios for biometric solutions 

in this vertical market. 

3.5.1 Forensics 

Latent fingerprints left at a crime scene were first used as a biometric identifier in a British 

trial for murder in 1905. By the first half of the 20th century, fingerprinting became a widely 

recognized method of linking criminals to their police records and identifying suspects based 

on latent fingerprints lifted at crime scenes. However, the tedious task of manually filing, 

searching and matching fingerprints using the Henry system (see also Section 1.1) grew more 

and more demanding as years went by: in 1969, the FBI had more than 16 million sets of 

fingerprints on file. A clear need for automation was recognized. 

Although the first research papers discussing the possibility of automated fingerprint 

comparisons were published in the early 1960s, it was not until the end of the 1970s that the 

FBI actually started to digitally scan paper-based fingerprint files. However, given the price of 

storage space, which succeeded 500 US dollars per megabyte at this time, it was unthinkable 

to create a database containing several million raw images that required five megabytes of 

disk space a piece. Instead, only the minutiae extracted from eight fingers were stored.  

Today, the FBI uses the so-called Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System for 

its forensic investigations. The database contains electronic fingerprint templates of over 40 

million individuals as a result of their arrest or incarceration. On the average, about 68 

minutes are needed to determine whether fingerprints taken from a suspect in custody matches 

any of the FBI’s criminal files (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

3.5.2 Border Control 

In 2001, Amsterdam Airport Schiphol became worldwide the first airport to deploy an iris-

based automatic border control system for travelers. To cross Netherlands’ border at Schiphol 

today, passengers participating at the program called Privium need nothing but a smart card 

that contains encrypted IrisCodes of their eyes. During the initial registration, authorities 
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perform a passport examination, a background check and the scanning of the enrollee’s irises. 

Instead of storing iris templates centrally, the collected data is written on a smart card that is 

issued to the traveler upon successful enrollment. Privium is currently only open to citizens of 

European Union countries plus Norway, Iceland and Lichtenstein  (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003).  

Registered Privium users enjoy the time savings and the convenience of not having to queue 

for manual passport checks when crossing the border. Instead, they just insert their smart 

cards at one of the border control checkpoints, as depicted in Figure 41, and look shortly into 

a camera. The system compares the live scan image with the template stored on the card and 

grants immediate passage upon positive authentication. Several thousand passengers use iris 

recognition at Schiphol Airport every day to bypass lengthy immigration and border control 

lines (IRIDIAN TECHNOLOGIES 2003b). 

 

Figure 41: Iris-based automatic border control at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol 

(Source: DAUGMAN 2004b) 

Today, several airports rely on iris recognition technology around the world not only for 

automated border control and physical access control, but also for simplified passenger travel, 

including applications such as hassle-free check-ins and baggage control. A few examples of 

airports using IrisCodes as a biometric identifier are: Heathrow Airport in London, UK, Narita 

Airport in Japan, John F. Kennedy Airport in New York, King Abdul Aziz Airport in Saudi 

Arabia and Frankfurt International Airport in Germany (IRIDIAN TECHNOLOGIES 2003b). 
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The largest deployment of iris recognition to date is the border control concept of the United 

Arab Emirates Ministry of Interior, requiring iris scans to be performed on every traveler 

entering the country from all 17 air, land and sea ports. The goal of this application is to 

prevent the entry of 313,000 persons who were formerly expelled due to violations of 

immigration laws and work regulations.  

The iris patterns of all passengers are compared via Internet connection to the iris database of 

expellees. An exhaustive search against this database takes two seconds. Note the striking 

difference in execution speed, when compared to the performance of FBI’s Integrated 

Automated Fingerprint Identification System described above in Section 3.5.1.  

On an average day, the IrisCodes of about 6,000 arriving passengers are computed and 

compared against the entire watch list. Since the initial launch of the program in August 2001, 

over one million exhaustive searches have been performed. As a result, a total of 4,387 former 

expellees could be caught trying to re-enter the United Arab Emirates. According to the local 

Ministry of Interior, every match produced by the iris recognition system could be positively 

confirmed using alternative identification methods. During about 100 billion iris comparisons 

performed at the borders of the United Arab Emirates so far, no false matches have ever 

occurred (DAUGMAN 2003b, DAUGMAN 2004c, IRIDIAN TECHNOLOGIES 2003b). 

3.5.3 Public Surveillance 

Face recognition is certainly the most controversial biometric technology of all, because it is 

primarily used to scan large masses of individuals in a non-intrusive way, even without public 

knowledge. The current main purpose of such applications is to ensure safety at public places 

by comparing live-scan images against a face database of wanted individuals.  

The main concern for most is privacy. One aspect of the ongoing debate for and against public 

surveillance is how to determine the contents of the database against which the acquired 

samples are matched. Virginia Beach Police in the US state of Virginia say that they only 

enter pictures of runaways, wanted felons and people suffering from dementia into the 

database of their face recognition system (JARVIS 2004). However, in lack of any stringent 

legal regulations, it is clear that such decisions are currently up to the intentions of the system 

owners.  

Under current US law, face recognition does not constitute a so-called “search” under the 

Fourth Amendment, because government action only constitutes a search when it invades a 
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person’s reasonable expectation of privacy. However, the US Supreme Court has already 

stated that individuals do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy with regard to 

physiological and behavioral characteristics that are publicly exposed, such as faces, 

handwriting and voice patterns. Therefore, even large-scale scans of facial features can be 

conducted today without any reasonable degree of suspicion of criminal activities 

(WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 

Another issue that must be taken seriously is the poor performance of face recognition 

algorithms, which was already discussed in Section 2.2.5. Facial features are almost always 

arranged in a standard geometry, resulting in a rather limited degree of statistical randomness 

in faces. In consequence, the probability of false matches is naturally much higher for face 

comparisons than for biometric features with many degrees-of-freedom, such as irises.  

Undoubtedly, facial surveillance has the potential to enhance public safety. However, legal 

regulations must clarify the circumstances under which such scans are applicable as well as 

many other aspects of public surveillance, such as the processing of acquired live-scan 

images, the build-up of search databases and the handling of false matches. 

3.5.4 National Identity 

The primary purpose of integrating biometrics into national identification systems is to make 

sure that the identity of card holders is frozen. In other words, the introduction of 

biometrically enabled national IDs is discussed in many countries around the world to 

eliminate multiple identities. It has been shown in Chapter 2 that there is no biometric 

characteristic that is absolutely unique and universal at the same time. Therefore, viable 

concepts will have to incorporate at least two biometric identifiers. Clearly, there are not 

many biometric technologies as potent as to be considered for such an application. Currently 

only irises and fingerprints are serious candidates. 

Malaysia is the first country to bring the idea of a biometric smart card as a part of a national 

identification system to reality. MyKad, first introduced in 2001, is a mandatory multi-

purpose smart card that functions as identification card, driver license, passport and health 

card. An embedded microchip holds information such as digital templates of both thumbprints 

and biographical data of the card holder in an encrypted form. Furthermore, each card 

contains a public and private key pair incorporated into a digital certificate, enabling secure 

communication and transactions to be conducted over the Internet. Future plans even include 

the implementation of payment functionalities (WOODWARD ET AL. 2003). 
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Some other countries have already rejected such concepts, seeing it as a threat to individual 

privacy rights, while others are still considering, including Canada, the UK and the United 

States of America. Although debates are, similarly to the ones about public surveillance, 

highly controversial, it is to be expected that sooner or later, in one form or another, 

biometrically enabled identification cards will replace traditional IDs in most countries. 

3.6 Automotive Applications 

The use of biometrics has long been restricted to high-security access and governmental 

applications because of high costs and rather limited performance capacity of the available 

systems. The tremendous research and development efforts of the past decade have finally led 

to a combination of price and accuracy levels that allow biometric technologies to be seriously 

considered for large-scale deployment in the automotive industry. 

In contrast to most other previously described applications, the current main goal and benefit 

of biometric implementations in motor vehicles are not enhanced security or cost savings, but 

the improvement in user convenience. Therefore, it is not surprising that every biometric 

system used in today’s automotive applications is designed to be bridgeable by a non-

biometric bypass method. The reason for this particular layout is obviously the fact that 

vehicle operation must be ensured in any case, including the failure of the biometric system. 

According to LICHTERMANN AND PETTIT (2000), three different application areas can be 

identified for biometric solutions within the automotive field: personal profiling, 

immobilization and engine start, as well as vehicle entry. Several automotive suppliers are 

currently involved in the research and development of viable biometric concepts for such 

applications. In combination with the growth potential of biometrics in the automotive sector, 

many different biometric solutions are expected to appear in this vertical market. 

3.6.1 Personal Profiling 

Many vehicles are regularly driven by more than one person. Each driver prefers different 

settings regarding seat and mirror positions. Such individual settings can often be stored and 

recalled by the push of a button. However, the maximum number of users of such systems is 

always limited by the number of buttons provided. Furthermore, drivers must coordinate 

regarding the assignment of the buttons.   
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As biometric systems can uniquely identify individuals, the concept of a fully automated 

driver profiling system becomes viable. The buttons are replaced by a biometric sensor, so 

that driver coordination is no longer needed. Furthermore, the maximum number of users is 

only limited by easily expandable memory space. In addition to the storage of user-specific 

seat and mirror positions, more advanced driver preferences such as suspension tuning 

parameters, climate control selections, navigation and entertainment system settings, 

telephone numbers and email addresses used by on-board information systems can be 

incorporated into a single driver profile (LICHTERMANN AND PETTIT 2000).  

In 2002, the first biometric personal profiling system to go into Original Equipment 

Manufacturer (OEM) production appeared in the A8 Series of Audi. The featured fingerprint 

identification system called “one-touch memory” was developed by Siemens VDO 

Automotive (ZECHBAUER 2002). The biometric interface is located in the middle console, next 

to the gearshift lever, as depicted in Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42: The one-touch memory of the Audi A8 Series 

(Source: AUDI 2004) 

Currently up to four different users can enjoy the convenience of the system, which is capable 

of storing a wide range of settings, as described above. Once the driver is positively identified, 

the control system releases all stored personal data. However, the biometric identification of 

the driver does not influence whether the engine can be started or not; this decision is still 

based on token-based authentication (AUDI 2004). 
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3.6.2 Immobilization and Engine Start 

One of the largest automotive suppliers in the world, Visteon, developed a system called 

“Fingerprint ID” that incorporates the option of biometric identification for engine start in 

addition to the features of one-touch memory. While vehicles equipped with Fingerprint ID 

can alternatively be started using regular keys, the biometric option further enhances user 

convenience. In conjunction with a keyless vehicle entry system (see also Section 3.6.3), 

biometric concepts such as Fingerprint ID could also improve the security of the vehicle. If 

traditional car keys do not need to be present for entering the vehicle,  a biometrically enabled 

engine start system practically eliminates the chances of unauthorized vehicle use (VISTEON 

2001). 

According to the statistics provided by the American National Insurance Crime Bureau, nearly 

1.2 million vehicles are stolen yearly in the US, costing more than 7.5 billion American 

dollars. About 30% of these stolen vehicles are never recovered (SECURED BY DESIGN 2002). 

Clearly, there is a definite need for improvements in vehicle security. 

ABS GmbH in Germany developed an interesting solution. The electronic anti-theft device  

“Vocal SCW 1” uses text-dependent voice verification. The system can identify up to five 

different drivers. If the biometric authentication fails for any reason, a five-digit PIN can be 

entered to unlock the system (VOCAL 1997). 

3.6.3 Vehicle Entry 

At the Vehicle Security Solutions Show 2003, a British company called “i-mob” introduced a 

new biometric interface to its interactive vehicle location system. Continuous two way 

communication informs the user of the status and location of the automobile. GPS (Global 

Positioning System) coordinates are used for location, while data transmission is handled by 

GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) protocols. In case of an emergency, the 

vehicle can be immobilized remotely (SECURED BY DESIGN 2003).  

In the new solution, the knowledge-based user authentication procedure was replaced by 

fingerprint identification. The control device of the system, as shown in Figure 43, can be 

programmed to communicate with a variety of devices using radio frequency signals. The unit 

could conceivably replace central locking system control, alarm system control and garage 

door opener. 
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Figure 43: The biometric vehicle location system interface of i-mob 

(Source: SECURED BY DESIGN 2003) 

In future, biometric concepts that completely eradicate the need for tokens for the described 

applications are likely to appear in the automotive sector. Iris and face recognition hold 

potential for such solutions for at least two reasons: 

 The image acquisition device used by these technologies can be protected from 

external conditions such as weather and vandalism by integration into the vehicle. 

 The identification procedure can take place while the user is approaching the vehicle, 

since images can be acquired from a certain distance. 

Nevertheless, further research and development needs to be done for such implementations. In 

both cases, image acquisition is influenced by lighting conditions. Additionally, the accuracy 

of state-of-the-art face recognition systems is not sufficient for reliable deployment in an 

identification setting. While the underlying algorithms of iris-based identification undoubtedly 

have exceptional performance and accuracy, the hardware-dependent image acquisition 

process can currently only take place from distances up to one meter. 

In conclusion, the automotive sector is an evolving vertical market for biometric solutions. 

The main focus of most solutions available today is set on user convenience. Even so, there is 

a definite need for improvements in vehicle security. Opportunities and possibilities are given. 

Realization is, therefore, only a matter of time. 
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4. QUO VADIS, BIOMETRICA? 

Biometric technologies are no longer to be found only in science-fiction movies. System 

accuracy and performance are steadily on the rise, while prices continue to drop. Most agree 

that there is a need for strong authentication and identification methods. Several field and 

laboratory trials have shown that there are already biometric technologies available that can 

fulfill these requirements reliably and conveniently at relatively low costs. 

Even so, the biometric market is still emerging. Not many significant rollouts have taken 

place so far, and experts predict that it will take another two to five years until the industry 

gains widespread acceptance. Competition between technologies and between suppliers is 

costly. As a consequence of the dot-com crash and the general economic downturn that have 

started at the beginning of this millennium, investors are still reluctant to inject much capital 

into the high-tech sector. Therefore, most biometric vendors remain very small and 

unprofitable. During 2004 and 2005, a major shakeout is expected to take place that will 

remove many of the over 200 currently competing companies. 

Will there ever be a “biometric-of-choice”, i.e. a technology dominating all biometric 

systems? The answer is most likely no. The reason is that no biometric trait is fully universal, 

permanent and unique at the same time. Today’s most accurate technologies are based on 

characteristics of eyes and fingers that are highly unique and permanent in structure, but not 

completely universal. At the same time, none of the fully universal characteristics (e.g. faces 

and DNA) are sufficiently unique to distinguish between monozygotic twins. Faces are even 

highly variant with time.  

In consequence, the author of this thesis is convinced that only a certain combination of 

biometric features will stand a chance to permanently take over the majority of the market. 

Based on the findings presented in Chapter 2, there are currently only two serious candidates 

for this role:  fingerprinting and iris recognition. 

 Fingerprinting will continue to play a significant role in the biometric landscape 

because of its potentials in forensic applications. However, fingers are not fully 

universal. Furthermore, the about 50 degrees of textural variation normally found in 

fingerprints significantly limit the accuracy and performance of such systems, 

especially in scenarios where identification is needed. 
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 As far as accuracy and performance are concerned, iris recognition rules the landscape 

of biometric solutions. Due to the extremely high textural variations naturally found in 

irises (about 250 DoF), the technology is undoubtedly the best suited for exhaustive 

searches through large databases. Therefore, iris recognition is currently the only 

technology to be expected to dominate large-scale identification scenarios. 

There are a few other biometric methods that have the potential to gain acceptance in niche 

markets. Such technologies are voice verification and face recognition. However, both 

technologies need further development in order to achieve performance levels that allow an 

effective as well as efficient use in  telecommunications and surveillance. 

Clearly, the major inhibitor of market acceptance and industry growth is not technical 

performance anymore. In order to survive the expected shakeout, biometric companies will 

have to develop and pursue market strategies that especially address the following aspects: 

 The biometric market is in urgent need of industry-wide standards. Market growth is 

negatively affected by the wealth of available technologies and solutions, as customers 

simply cannot assess the associated advantages and disadvantages. Both commercial 

and government parties are trying to avoid to be locked into proprietary solutions that 

might not have a long-term future. As a result, many customers are waiting for times 

in which  established vendors are offering standardized solutions they can rely on. 

 Many agree that identity assurance is a major issue of our society. Nevertheless, 

market demand cannot be assumed based on general ideas and statistical data. It must 

be created explicitly. 

 The costs of biometric deployment must be justifiable, as especially commercial 

customers put an increasing emphasis on their ROI (return on investment). While 

some studies do already exist that estimate the costs and benefits of biometric 

solutions, customers need actual data about the financial consequences of deployment 

and operation. 

 As satisfied customers are the basis of any solid, long-term market success, potential 

clients need to understand what choices they have in order to make decisions that suit 

their requirements best. The severity of public indifference and confusion regarding 

biometrics must be taken more seriously. Customer-friendly corporate communication 

plays a key role in this matter. 
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 Privacy concerns, another major growth inhibitor, are clearly related to the lack of 

easily accessible information about the technologies themselves. Biometric companies 

need to learn to listen to the fears and concerns of the public, and provide answers in 

order to achieve a balance between security and privacy in future. 

 Several aspects of biometrics need legal regulations on a national level. An active 

involvement in such matters is another clear enabler of market acceptance. 

In summary, the next two to five years are expected to bring considerable changes to the 

biometric landscape. While technical research and development remain important, it is now 

crucial for biometric enterprises to concentrate their efforts on the marketing of existing 

solutions, as steady revenue is the only way to their long-term success. 
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